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PREFATORY NOTE

CHINESE AND JAPANESE ENAMELS IN THE
OWRE COLLECTION

At first thought it would seem a paradox that Dr. Owre, son of

the northernmost city of the world, with the blood of the vikings in

his veins, should turn for his chief artistic inspiration to an art dis-

tinctively Oriental. Yet a little study of "the ware of the seven

precious things" reveals in rich measure a quality fundamental to all

true art—the struggle for perfection, to attain which no efforts were

too great, no search too long. In this dauntless spirit of the Oriental

artists, who had to battle with the almost insuperable difficulties of

unplastic materials, lay the first appeal to the interest of the young

technical student, himself struggling toward perfection of technique.

Even as a boy in Kristiania, Dr. Owre became deeply interested in

the fine work of the Norwegian cnamelers. From this, it was but a

step to the larger field of the Oriental workers in shippo. Out of the

interest in cloisonne, at first largely scientific, grew a fondness for the

art as the crowning expression of the eastern mind and heart. This

slowly, in Dr. Owre's years of travel through Europe and the Orient,

took visible shape in the present collection. These 1134^ pieces, prob-

ably the largest number ever brought together, represent the evolution

of Oriental enameling from the earliest crude work of the Ming period

to the exquisite modern work of Yasuyuki Namikawa of Kyoto.

It is a curious fact that many of the rarer pieces in the collection

were unearthed in Europe. The Paris exhibitions of 1868-73 first

lured these treasures from the Orient ; after this they found their way

into various Euro])ean shops, museums and private collections. Many
other specimens were dug up in Dr. Owre's walking tours through

out of the way districts of Europe and Japan. Still others were

acquired at auction, chiefly in London. Portions of the Bowes and

Alma-Tadema collections, and the greater part of the MacLean col-



lection from the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, were purchased at

pubhc sale. The fascinating covered box for the tea ceremony (No.

587) was perhaps the most treasured of Sir Laurence Alma-Tadema's

pieces. The great imperial ice-chest (No. 745) came into Dr. Owre's

collection as a single purchase in London. The large kylins were

bought in Peking, almost out of the temple.

In running down the pieces on w^hich he had set his heart. Dr.

Owre naturally enough met with many unique experiences. Once in

Liverpool, after negotiating successfully for two good-shaped Ming

altar vases, Dr. Owre found that (with the collector's usual indiffer-

ence to things earthly) he had come with no money save the price of

his ticket to New York. The wary dealer refused to hold the coveted

vases. In the year which passed before Dr. Owre's last crossing, they

were sold and taken to a country village, but Dr. Owre, undaunted,

followed them to the new owner and coaxed them from him at a re-

doubled price.

The lovely plaque of Fuji, with the other seventy odd speci-

mens of wireless cloisonne, was bought in the studio of the artist,

Sosuke Namikawa, of Tokyo, from the artist's son. As it was among

the earliest of his father's work he was loath to let it go. It was

eight years before Dr. Owre won his consent to a sale. The charming

brown screen, decorated with storks and bamboo, and about forty

other pieces were obtained from Yasujuki Namikawa in person, at his

studio garden in Kyoto. Visits such as this to the studio and marvel-

lous garden of the artist, bringing home as they did the fine spiritual

quality and the exquisite artistry of the Japanese craftsman, Dr.

Owre counts among his happiest experiences. And to us who view

this collection of a lifetime, what message does it bring.^

We see at once that it is primarily the collection of a student-

connoisseur. Its many rare examples of both Chinese and Japanese

enamels take us through the whole gamut of the history of Oriental

enameling on metal.

We see that in the Japanese pieces especially, since here we may

follow it in its modest beginnings as represented in the various small

enameled objects of Seventeenth Century date in which this collection



is so rich. And we may say, at the start, that no such early Japanese

enamels could be found today either in the shops of European dealers

or those of Japan itself. This collection makes it possible for us to

trace the art of the Japanese enameler through the following phase,

the Eighteenth century phase, made possible by the discovery of the

technique of Chinese cloisonne; through the glowing Chinese-inspired

enamels of the Middle Nineteenth Century and, finally, to witness its

perfecting in the secret processes of the Namikawa of Kyoto and

Tokyo.

Before 1838, when Kaji Tsunekichi discovered the Chinese method

of cloison work on a large scale, very little was atteempted in Japan in

the way of enameling. The few objects produced during the Seven-

teenth Century, and possibly, during the last quarter of the Sixteenth

Century, were very small and made for Hideyoshi's Momayama Palace

or for the more influential daimio of the days of Hideyoshi, Hideyori

and leyasu. The Ow^re collection has a number of these early enamels,

a number bearing the mon or crest of the famous Taiko, and which

may well have been used in the Golden Palace at Fushimi. Korean

artists were engaged upon this "Palace of Pleasure" at Fushimi we

know, and it may w^ell be that once again the poor, abused but ever

artistically prepared Koreans of an earlier day came to the assistance

of the Japanese, to whom they had revealed Art centuries before.

Such objects consist of small utensils—water-holders, ^-o^/^wAy/-handles

and netsuke—many bearing the crest of the house of the Taiko

Hideyoshi (1536-1598). This collection has also representative

examples of the enamel-work of Donin (Hirata), the first to make use

of this medium in sword-furnishings, especially tsuba and kodzuka.

Donin served leyasu, and w^as at work as late as 1646.

To show at its best the second phase in the style of Japanese

enamel-w^ork (shippo), Mr. Owre gathered together a representative

collection of the brilliant Chinese enamels. This second collection,

as it were, ranges in date from Ming days to the reign of Chien-lung.

And of these the splendid koros, the great archaic-formed jar and

that rarely beautiful ice-chest which served to chill the heat-laden

winds of a Peking summer's-day for the poetizing Chien-lung, might

well have served as inspirations to the Japanese craftsmen.



There follow almost immediately the many Japanese enamels

influenced by these glowing Peking cloisonnes, until finally we come

to the abandonment of the Chinese inspiration and see a desire for

enamel-work in the style of Japan, as visioned by such an artist as

Namikawa of Kyoto, or the beautiful monochromes of the enamel

schools of Nagoya and Tokyo.

The secret of the whole art of enameling is here before you. Here

are at once rare and beautiful examples of the three essential phases

of the art : chamjAeve, cloisonne and painted enamels.

Here are the cliampleve enamels of sober tones revealing the

power of the chajin or tea-masters, those remorseless sticklers for

good taste. Beyond are the more colorful yet still subdued enamels

of the epoch of Kaji, the more pronounced color phase which followed

the Chinese tradition and, finally, such a vision of softness as Nami-

kawa's "Fuji and its Cloud Diadem," if we may so name it, the very

perfection of the art.

It is a broad and clear track Avhich connects the history of Orien-

tal enameling with that of Byzantium, Rome, Alexandria and Thebes

of four thousand years ago! Yet it is too long a journey for one

short preface. Dr. Owre has performed at once a service to the

student, a boon to the collector of Oriental art and a unique oppor-

tunity to those possessing a taste for the beautiful and decorative.

Garrett Chatfield Pier.

New York, eTanuary 7, 1917.



CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Any bid wliicli is merely a nominal or fractional advance may

be rejected by the auctioneer, if, in his judgment, such bid would be

likely to affect the sale injuriously.

2. The highest bidder shall be the buyer, and if any dispute arise

between two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall either decide the same

or put up for re-sale the lot so in dispute.

3. Payment shall be made of all or such part of the purchase

money as may be required, and the names and addresses of the pur-

chasers shall be given immediately on the sale of every lot, in default

of which the lot so purchased shall be immediately put up again and

re-sold.

Pa3nTient of that part of the purchase money not made at the

time of sale shall be made within ten days thereafter, in default of

which the undersigned may either continue to hold the lots at the

risk of the purchaser and take such action as may be necessary for

the enforcement of the sale, or may at public or private sale, and

without other than this notice, re-sell the lots for the benefit of such

purchaser, and the deficiency (if any) arising from such re-sale shall

be a charge against such purchaser.

4. Delivery of any purchase will be made only upon payment

of the total amount due for all purchases at the sale.

Deliveries will be made on sales days between the hours of 9

A. M. and 1 P. M., and on other days—except holidays—between the

hours of 9 A. M. and 5 P. M.

Delivery of any purchase will be made only at the American Art

Galleries, or other place of sale, as the case may be, and only on pre-

senting the bill of purchase.

Delivery may be made, at the discretion of the Association, of

an}^ purchase during the session of the sale at which it was sold.

5. Shipping, boxing or wrapping of purchases is a business in

which the Association is in no wise engaged, and will not be performed



by the Association for purchasers. The Association will, however,

afford to purchasers every facility for employing at current and

reasonable rates carriers and packers
;
doing so, however, without any

assumption of responsibility on its part for the acts and charges of

the parties engaged for such service.

6. Storage of any purchase shall be at the sole risk of the pur-

chaser. Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer's hammer, and

thereafter, while the Association will exercise due caution in caring

for and delivering such purchase, it will not hold itself responsible if

such purchase be lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed.

Storage charges will be made upon all purchases not removed

within ten days from the date of the sale thereof.

7. Guarantee is not made either by the owner or the Association

of the correctness of the description, genuineness or authenticity of any

lot, and no sale will be set aside on account of any incorrectness,

error of cataloguing, or any imperfection not noted. Every lot is

on public exhibition one or more days prior to its sale, after which

it is sold "as is" and without recourse.

The Association exercises great care to catalogue every lot cor-

rectly, and will give consideration to the opinion of any trustworthy

expert to the effect that any lot has been incorrectly catalogued, and,

in its judgment, may either sell the lot as catalogued or make mention

of the opinion of such expert, who thereby would become responsible

for such damage as might result were his opinion without proper

foundation.

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
American Art Galleries,

Madison Square South,

New York City.
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FIRST AFTERNOON'S SALE

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1917

AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

BEGINNING AT 2.30 o'CLOCK

Catalogue Nos. 1 to 216, inclusive

NETSUKE AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

1—Six Netsuke

In bone and ivoi\y, representing Tekkai, and otlier demigods,

animals, etc. Period, eighteenth century.

2—Three Stained Ivory Netsuke

Rats and octopus (a pair) and bo}' with horse. Signed: Masa-
teru and Masatomo.

3—Set of Stained Ivory Chessmen

Canton work. Nineteenth century.

4—Chinese Carved Ivory Card Case

A most elaborate piece of Canton work of the early eighteenth

centur3^

5—Five Bone Pipe Holders

Carved with figure, flower and bamboo designs. Period, eigh-

teenth century.

6—Reading Glass

Handle a carved bone pipe holder with masks.

7

—

Japanese Enameled Pipe Bone Holder and Leather Pouch

With ball netsuke, also enameled. Eighteenth century.



First Afternoo7i

OBJECTS IN LACQUER

8—Three Japanese Lacquer Trays

Of rich dark red tone. Decorated in silver and gold with land-

scape designs, the Tokugawa crest and wild horses (latter a

signed piece). Period, 1830-40.

9—Four Sake Cups and Trays

Deep red Coromandel tone lacquer, decorated in silver and gold

with charming floral and stork designs after the style of the

later naturalistic school. Period, 1830-40.

10—Four Sake Cups

Brilliant Coromandel lacquer in the best Japanese manner,

decorated with birds and flowers in gold. Period, 1830-40.

11—Four Sake Cups

Brilliant red lacquer, decorated with landscape and animal de-

signs in gold and silver. Period, 1830-40.

12—Three Sake Cups

In dark and brilliant red lacquer, decorated with floral, fish

and bird designs in silver and gold. Period, 1830-40.

13—Four Sake Cups or Trays

Rich red lacquer, one with mon, or crest, of the Tokugawa fam-

ily, the others with gold designs in style of Hoitsu. Period,

1830-40.

14—Three Japanese Sake Bowls

In rich Coromandel-toned lacquer, decorated in gold and silver

with floral, tortoise and fanciful designs after Hoitsu. Period,

1830-50.



First Afternoon

15—Four Sake Bowls or Trays

In brilliant dark red lacquer, decorated in silver and gold with

snow scene, tortoises, and reeds in silver and gold and a large

turtle in green and gold lac. Period, 1830-50.

16—Three Trays and a Sake Cup

In brilliant red lacquer, embellished with floral, marine and lon-

gevity characters in gold and silver lac. One bears crest of

Kenchoji.

17—Covered Box of Silver Lacquer

Decorated with the mon, or crest, of the House of Tokugawa.

Period, nineteenth century.
Height, 4^/4 inches by 4% inches.

18—Tray
In rich red lacquer, decorated with scallop band and char-

acters, within in gold, on exterior in gold and black lac. Period,

1850-60.
Diameter, 7i/^ inches.

19—Tea Bowl

In deep red and lustrous black lacquer. Decorated with the

mon of the House of Tokugawa. Period, 1830-50.

51/0 by 21/4 inches.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

20

—

Five Chinese Teacups

Of carved cocoanut, with bowls of pewter and (one) of silver

Canton work. Nineteenth century.

21—Tray in Shape of Shell

Of best red Japanese lacquer, decorated with figure designs in

gold and colors. Period, 1850-60.



Fil'st Afternoon

22—Japanese Bell

In wood, with handle in form of dragons' heads. Painted red

and black. Nineteenth century.

23—Black Lacquered Wooden Panel

Decorated with landscape in colors, and inlaid with mother-of-

pearl. English work of the eighteenth century.

10 by 15 inches.

24—Wooden Panel

Decorated with black lacquer and enriched with Chinese figure

and pagoda designs, trees, etc., in gold and mother-of-pearl.

European work of the eighteenth century.

13% by 161/2 inches.

25—Two Japanese Wickerwork Lunch Baskets

One still containing the three-partition tin boxes.

26—Chinese Fan, Brocade Case and Five Japanese Tortoise-

shell AND Lacquered Combs

Nineteenth century.

27

—

Chinese Box

Of brilliant red lacquer. Embellished with figure, floral and

fret designs. Interior black lac.

12 by 61/2 inches.

28

—

Large Red Lacquer Plaque

Decorated with Kanoesque design of golden eagle in tree, the

leaves of which are composed of gold lac and shell. Signed:

Kuoshan. End nineteenth century.
Diameter, 28% inches.



First Afternoon

JAPANESE METAL WORK

29 TWKLVE luOX KODZT^KA HaNDLKH

Decorated with simple designs in shakudo, brass, gold,

copper and silver, and mainly of the Nagoya school. Periods,

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

30—Twelve Kodzuka Handles

Decorated with various figure, animal and floral de-

signs in gold, silver, shakudo and brass. Mainly Yamashiro

work. Periods, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

31—Twelve Kodzuka

In shakudo, copper, etc., decorated with figure, animal and ma-

rine subjects in gold, silver and shakudo. Period, eighteenth

century.

32—Twelve Kodzuka

Similar to the preceding.

33—Seven Kodzuka

Similar to the precedng.

34^

—

Twelve Kokzuka

Similar to the precedng.

35—Seven Kodzuka

Similar to the preceding. A number have signed blades.

36—Twelve Kodzuka

Similar to the preceding.

37

—

Twelve Kodzuka

Similar to the preceding. A number have signed blades.



First Afternoon

38—Eighteen Kodzuka

Blades unsigned.

39—Set of Twelve Fine Steel Knives

Mounted in Japanese kodzuka handles, many decorated with

gold, silver, and shakudo animals, dragons, etc. Blades by

Joseph Rodgers of London.

40—Four Kodzuka Handles

Beautiful examples of shakudo. Eighteenth century.

41—Four Kodzuka Handles

Similar to the preceding, but even richer in design, material and

workmanship. Eighteenth century.

42—Five Kodzuka Handles

Similar to the preceding, with rich floral designs in gold, shak-

udo, silver and copper in the highest relief. Eighteenth century.

43—Six Copper Kodzuka Handles

One with tiger design after Muchi; Tekki Exhaling his Soul,

Daruma in the Red Robe and Bird and Moon, in Kano style.

Eighteenth century. One signed: Yoi-kazu-tomo.

44—Seven Copper Kodzuka Handles

With relief designs in gold, and other metals. Eighteenth cen-

tury.

45—Six Copper Kodzuka Handles

Similar to the preceding.

46—Thirteen Kodzuka Handles

In shakudo, brass, and copper, decorated with animal and floral

designs or landscapes in silver, and other metals.



First Afternoon

47—Twelve Kodzuka Handles

Similar to the preceding.

48—Two Kodzuka Handles

Exemplifying the rare Japanese enameling of the seventeenth

century. Museum specimens. Probably by Hirata the First

(Donin), about 1646.

49—Two Kodzuka

Similar to the preceding. Very rare.

50—Three Copper Kodzuka

Decorated with designs in style of the eighteenth century
;

viz,

a gilt copper dragon issuing from clouds about Fuji (in green,

white and blue enamel)
;
gold and shakudo horses in style of

Somen against a green enamel ground; and trophies in relief

in white, pink and green enamel. School of the Hirata, eigh-

teenth century.

51—Three Kodzuka

In shibuishi, brass and shakudo (on iron), charmingly decorated

with floral designs and embellished with light and dark green,

white and pale pink enamels in the style of the early masters

of Japanese enameling. Eighteenth century.

52—Five Kodzuka Handles

In copper, brass, and other metals, over iron, and decorated with

rich floral designs or sea and land scapes in all the brilliant but

subdued tones of the early Japanese enameler's palette. All

five pieces are attributed to the hand of the Hirata, eighteenth

century.

53—Four Kodzuka

Similar to the preceding. Two decorated with the rich but

mellow enamels of the Hirata school, the other two of about

the same date (eighteenth to nineteenth century).



First Afternoon

54—KoDzuKA Handle

In shakudo, evidently from the hand of the great master Hirata

(Fifth). Design represents a pheasant standing before a rock

and bamboo. Plieasant and tree in gold relief decorated with

fine green, black and translucent enamels. Date, eighteenth

century. Maker : Hirata.

55—A Remarkably Fixe Kodzuka Handle

In copper, decorated with a circular medallion representing a

Foo dog. The latter is the work of Hirata, most famous

cnameler of the eighteenth century. A^ery rare. Hirata Fifth.

56—Six Japanese Brass Tobacco Pipes

Nineteenth century.

57—Six Japanese Brass Tobacco Pipes

Similar to the preceding.

58—Seven Japanese Tobacco Pipes

Similar to the preceding. Two of iron.

59—Chinese Opium Pipe

With tortoise-shell body and ivor}^ and Peking enamel ends.

Bowl of bronze silvered. Date, nineteenth century.

Length, 22% inches.

60—Brass Pipe

Of Japanese workmanship; decorated with elaborate high-relief

dragon designs and clouds. Eighteenth century.

61^

—

Six Openwork Copper Trays, Two Ink-holders, Chopsticks,

Pewter Vase, Brass Wheel and Ancient Chinese Coin



First Afternoon

JAPANESE SWORD GUARDS (TSUBA)

62—Iron Tsuba

With simple decoration in gold and silver of dragon and bamboo
designs. Fifteenth century.

63—Iron Tsuba

In form of a dragon in pursuit of the Pearl of Omnipotence.

Ver}^ fine work. Signed : Kinai.

64—Three Iron Tsuba

One with scalloped edge and openwork petal-shaped rays (fif-

teenth century); the second with lotus leaves partly chiseled,

partly in openwork (seventeenth to eighteenth century) ; and

the third with wild horses in relief (eighteenth century).

65—Two Iron Tsuba

Decorated ( 1 ) in gold, silver and shakudo with moonlight scene

and (2) with openwork lotus leaves; latter signed: Kinai.

66—Two Iron Tsuba

Decorated (1) with gold and shakudo, wild horses in the moun-
tains beside stream and (2) a samurai repelling a demon. Fig-

ures decorated with gold, shakudo and copper.

67—Two Enameled Tsuba

In dull-colored cloisonne, in style of Kaji Tsunekichi of Owarl.

Date, 1838.
314 and 2% inches.

68—Two Tsuba

Richly enameled with floral cloisons in pink, green and yellow

shippo on the rare purple or light blue ground. Reverses

:

Purple and white clouds in blue. Botli from same atelier, prob-

ably Nagoya, middle nineteenth century.

21/4 inche:i.



First Afternoon

69—Cloisonne Enameled Tsuba

Decorated in the ji-ita style with crane flying over trees and
dragon in the clouds. School of Tokyo, middle of the nine-

teenth century.

21/2 inches.

70—Gilt Brass Tsuba

Decorated with pierced designs of wild geese flying through mist.

Period, eighteenth century.

71—Iron Tsuba

Decorated with autumn foliage carved in the metal or enameled

in champleve style in white, green, yellow and pink. Dori-shippo

of the end of the seventeenth or early eighteenth century.

72—Tsuba
In copper cover with a nanako-s]^mned surface of lustrous

shakudo and richly decorated in relief with birds, flowers and

animals in shakudo and gold. Good example of an early eigh-

teenth century guard.

73—Tsuba of Gilt Copper

Richly decorated with floral rosettes and arabesques in cloisonne

enamels (red and dark blue), and further embellished with

granules of gold in the style of the Hirata. Probably by the

last Hirata, about 1840-68.

74—Tsuba
In copper, covered with a rich nanako finish in shakudo and fur-

ther embellished with relief designs of flying cranes in shakudo

and gold. Signed : Yasui-te-nori-tomo. Eighteenth century.



First Afternoon

75—TsuBA
In copper, having similar 7ianako ground and shakudo patine.

The guard is decorated after Kano designs with designs of

kylin and tree peonies in shakudo and gold. Band about edge

in electrum (gold and silver alloy).

76—Large Tsuba

In copper, covered with a lustrous patine of glossy shakudo,

inscribed in gold with felicitous poems, and decorated in gold,

silver and copper with designs representing a courtesan writing

a billet-doux. Her tragedy is represented by the skull and bones

beside a tomb tablet seen on the reverse. A fine guard. Signed

:

Daigetsuteru. Eighteenth century.

77—Tsuba
In silver, richly decorated in soft but brilliant dori-jippo with

floral rosettes and arabesques against a ground of translucent

suki-jippo. The wave design on the reverse is especially fine.

By Hirata, about 1850-60. Guard signed: Taira-ta-mata.

Length, Sy^ inches.

SWORD FURNISHINGS, WATER HOLDERS,
NETSUKE AND OTHER OBJECTS

78

—

Sword Ferrule

In copper, embellished with small diamond medallions in relief

by the first ( Hirata (Donin), about 1646 or by one of his

immediate successors of the eighteenth century.

79

—

Five Pieces Sword Furnishings

In copper, enriched with brilliant but subdued floral designs

in enamels of the dori-jippo type. Date, about 1838.



First Afternoon

80—Water Holder

Decorated with floral rosettes in white and green ying pattern

on semi-translucent orange ground of thick Korean enamel.

End sixteenth or early seventeenth century.
Heujht, 3% inches.

81—Water Pot with Handle and Spout

Decorated on top with rayed enamel design in green and yellow.

Seventeenth century.

Diameter, 2 inches.

82—Two Ink Holders

In bronze, decorated on top with floral and cloud designs in

brilliant but age-worn green, blue, yellow and violet. Examples

of earliest Japanese (Korean (?)) enamels. Sixteenth or early

seventeenth century.

83—Two Bronze Water Holders

Brilliantly enameled with dori-jippo floral designs against a bril-

liant blue ground. Both covers bear imperial kiri crests. Early

seventeenth century.
Heights, 2% and 2y^ inches.



First Afternoon

84—Bronze Water Holder

Flat circular form, with handle and long slender spout. Its

sole decoration consists of a star pattern in semi-translucent

orange-colored enamel against a translucent blue ground.

Korean enamel, end sixteenth or early seventeenth century, and

probably from the Momo^ama Palace, in which Korean enam-

elers did so much work.

Lenffth, 4% inches.

85—Two Water Holders

Decorated with the y'mg-yang emblems.

86—Two Water Holders

Similar to the preceding.

87—Two Water Holders

One, in shape of a gourd, possibly dating from the seventeenth

century.

21/4 (^nd 1% inches.

88—Water Holder

Form upright ; mounted on stand. Decorated on both circular

faces with rich, thick Korean enamels in spirals or waves of

green, orange and white. End of sixteenth to early seventeenth

century. Momoyama Palace type.

He ighf, 2% inches.



First Afternoon

89—Pair Water Holders

Gilt copper and champleve enamel impressed with mon, or crests,

of the Fawlonia Imperialis, and having same crests enameled in

red, white and turquoise-blue on top. Overhead handles. Earli-

est Japanese enamel. End sixteenth or early seventeenth cen-

tury and possibly from Hideyoshi's jNlomoyama Palace at Fu-

shimi.

Length, 2% inches.

90—Pair Water Holders

Decorated above with champleve design of the imperial paw-

Ionia flower, enameled green, white and red. Attributed to

Donin or Hirata the First, circa 1646.

Length, 2 inches.

91—Water Holder

Of hexagonal form, covered with rich floral dori-jippo enamels

and bearing impressed marks on cover of the imperial pawlonia

or kiri-mon crest. Early seventeenth century.

Width, 2% inches; height, I14 inches.

92—Water Holder

Of copper gilt, having impressed marks of the imperial paw-

lonia flower and, on top, rich enamel designs in the style of

Donin, the first Hirata. Date, about 1646. Very rare.

Length, 3 inches.

93—'Pair Water Holders

In brass, embellished with a richly enameled floral bouquet on

top in the style of Donin or Hirata Hikoshiro, 1646.



First Afternoon

94—Two Water Holders

Of copper gilt, decorated in dori-jippo with floral designs and

diaper pattern. Late seventeenth or eighteenth century.

Length, 2 inches.

95—Two Water Holders

Similar to the preceding. Round. One has the crest of the

Hojo of Kenchoji, Kamakura.
Diameter, 1% inches.

96—Two Netsuke

One pewter, one copper, and both decorated with champleve

enamels in green, yellow and blue. Seventeenth century.

97—Netsuke

In wood, with decoration of copper, floral rosette filled in with

dull green and yellow enamels of early type. Seventeenth or

early eighteenth century.

98—Wooden Netsuke

Decorated with blue, white and red enamel diaperings in the

style of Donin or Hirata the First, 1646. Very rare.

Length, 2 inches.

99—Two Netsuke

Of bone and bronze, decorated with rich floral cloisonne enamels

of the middle eighteenth century.

100—Three Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Date, second quarter of the eighteenth century.

101—Three Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Nineteenth century.

102—Three Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Of best old shippo workmanship. Date, second quarter of the

eighteenth century.



First Afternoon

103—Three Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Similar to the preceding.

104—Two Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Possibly early works of Kaji Tsunekichi and exemplifying the

earliest rough cloisonwork. Date, second (?) quarter of the

eighteenth century.

105—Three Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Of exceptionally good quality and dated to the close of the

earlier period just prior to the commencement of the "Ming
imitation" period. Second quarter of the eighteenth century.

Museum specimens.

106—Two Ivory Netsuke

Decorated with cloisonne floral enamels. One, middle eighteenth

century; the other attributed to the last Hirata, 1860-68.

107—Three Exceptionally Fine Examples of Cloisonne Netsuke

Enameled in dori-jippo of the best Japanese type before the

craftsmen came under the spell of Ming enamel. Period, second

quarter of the eighteenth century.

108—Two Netsuke

Decorated in cloisonne. One, gourd shape, a scent bottle.

First half of the nineteenth century.

2% inches.

109—Threk Cloisonne Enameled Netsuke

Similar to the preceding.

110—Twenty-one Cloisonne Enameled Beads

In the full colors of the artist's palette. Tokj'o work. ^liddle

nineteenth century.

Ill

—

Twenty-four Enamel Beads

Similar to the preceding.



F'irst Afternoon

112—SxuFF Bottle

In cloisonne enamels, decorated with rich floral designs against

a yellow ground and originally of great beauty. Period, Yung-

cheng, 1722-1735.

113—Small Gourd-shaped Vase

Decorated with felicitous inscriptions and gourds in red, tur-

quoise and green against a brilliant lapis-blue ground. Period,

Ch'ien-lung, 1736-95.
Heif/ht, 2% inches.

114—Incense Box

In iron, decorated on top with conventional bird and flower

designs in black on a bright blue enameled ground. Script seal

below. Period, seventeenth century.
Diameter, 2 inches.

115—Copper Koro

Enameled in cloisonne after the style of Kaji Tsunekichi. Brass

handles. Foot enameled. Period, 1838. Cover not original.

Heifiht, ly., inches.

116—Ink-well

In brass, decorated Avith floral arabesques in the best Renais-

sance manner and enriched with Italian enamels in tones of

turquoise and bright blue, green, black and white. This unique

object, with others now lost, was probably carried to Japan

by the early Italian or French missionaries and there seen and

copied by such craftsmen as Donin, the first Hirata. Period,

Florentine of the sixteenth century.

Length, 2y^ inches; height, ly^ inches.

117—Bonbon Box

In gilt bronze, richly decorated in cloisonne enamels of the

period of revival under Chicn-lung, 1736-95. Incised mark on

foot: Ta Tlising Ch'ien-lung nien chili. Made at the Imperial

Factory, Peking, 1736-95.
Diameter, 2y^ inches; height, 1% inches.



First Afternoon

118—Teapot, Cup and Koro

In rich enamels. Second half of nineteenth century.

119—Five Cloisonne Enameled Teacups

Of the second half of the nineteenth century.

120—Napkin Ring

In copper, decorated with floral designs in cloisonne enamels.

Eighteenth century.

SECOND HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
ENAMELS

121—Pair Silver Inlay Panels

Decorated in soft suki-jlppo, or translucent enamels, with de-

signs of a wild duck flying over a lotus pond and deer amidst

foliage. School of Tokyo.
Length, 2% inches.

122—Vodka Cup

Of silver gilt, richly enameled en cliampleve with floral ara-

besques. Russian, 1894.
Height

, 1% inches.

123—Peking Enamel Silver Brooch

Of lotiform shape, decorated with the bat, dragons and pa-kwa

emblems. Felicitous marriage wish in field.

Diameter, 2 inches

124—Three Silver Gilt Spoons

Richly enameled in Russian style with floral designs in trans-

lucent enamels. Norway. By David Anderson, 1860.

125—Seven Silver Gilt Spoons

Richly enameled. Swedish. D. Anderson, 1860.



First Aftei^noon

126—Ivory and Enamel Paper Knife and Four Pickle Forks

By David Anderson of Christiania.

One Enameled Paper Knife and Two Crosses

By Y. Namikawa, Kyoto.

127—Gilt Bronze and Enameled Inkwell with Pen Rest

Paris, about 1860.
Height, 3 inches.

128—Pair Enameled and Gilt Bronze Wine Glasses

Hungarian. Period of 1860-70.
Height, 3% inches.

129—Limoges Enameled Silver Scent Bottle

With hinge cover. Black Limoges, with floral arabesques in

white and gold ajouree. School of the later Penicault, Limoges.

Height, 4 inches.

130—Silver Belt Buckle

Enameled in soft-toned cloisonne with a charming view of famous

Kinkakuji, the Golden Palace Pavilion of the great Shogun
Yoshimitsu (fifteenth century) at Kyoto. By Yasuyuki Nami-

kawa of Kyoto.
Length, .3 inches.

131—Silver and Enamel Buckle

Similar to the preceding. Butterflies on a lapis-blue ground.

Length, 3 inches.

132—Sterling Silver Cigarette Case

Decorated in colored enamels with figure of a setter pointing.

English hall mark.
Length, Sy^ inches.

133—Silver Cigarette Case

Chinese, Peking work.
Height, 3^/4 inches.



First Afternoon

134

—

Russian Silver-gilt and Enameled Cigarette Case

Height, Sy^ inches.

135

—

Russian Silver Gilt Cigarette Case

Decorated with rich floral arabesque.
Height, 3% inches.

136—"Jeweled"-enamel Bronze Candlestick (French) and

Richly Enameled Silver Cup (Russian)

137—Bonbon Box of Silver-gilt

Richly decorated in "jeweled"-enamels and a landscape-fiord by

David Anderson of Christiania, Norway, 1860.
Height, 2y.^ inches.

138—Silver Gilt and Translucent Enameled Glass

(First piece.) By David Anderson, Norway, 1860.

Height, 3% inches.

139—Tazza
By David Anderson.

5 3/16 bg 1 L5/16 inches.

140—Gilt Copper Plaque

Decorated in brilliant enamels with design representing the last

hours of Jesus on the Cross. Russian or Norwegian, 1860.

141

—

Russian Pocket Icon

A tript3"ch in brass, with figu

in blue enamel.

res of Christ and Saints picked out

Height, 4 inches.

142

—

Russian Brass Icon

With designs of St. George and the Dragon and Saints in re-

lief against white and blue enamels.
Height, 4)4 inches.



First Afternoon

143

—

Bonbon Box

In silver-gilt, enriched with brilliant lapis-blue and white ara-

besque enamels. Bj David Anderson of Christiania, Norway,

1860. Signed: D. A.
214 inches.

144

—

Bonbon Box

Of silver-gilt, in dark blue enamel, decorated with boy and dog

in powdered gold of three shades. David Anderson, Norway,

1860.

145

—

Bonbon Box

With roses on a white ground. By David Anderson.

ENGLISH ENAMELS

146

—

Bonbon Box

In Battersea enamel, with butterfly and floral designs against a

white ground. English, eighteenth century.

Diameter, 2% inches.

147

—

Battersea Enameled Snuffbox

With Piranesi Roman designs in colors on a white ground.

Canary-yellow body broken by floral medallions in colors on

white.

2 hy 2% inches.

148

—

Battersea Enameled Tea Caddy

With deep bleu-du-roi ground broken by rose sprays in colors

on a white ground framed in gold. On one side is a pastoral

landscape in soft mauves and sepia tones in the best traditions

of the Battersea enamelers. English, eighteenth century.

4% inches.



First Afternoon

FRENCH ENAMELS
14^9

—

Paris Enameled Flower Vase

Of brass, decorated with figure of a noble and landscape in bril-

liant colors by Vallet.

Height, 6 inches.

150—Paris Enameled Jewel-box

Richly decorated with floral designs and "jewels" in white and

blue against a rose-du-Barry ground.
Length, Sy^ inches.

151—Paris Enameled Gilt Brass Jewel-box

Decorated with "jeweP'-enamels against a brilliant ground of

hleu du roi. By Tahan, rue de La Paix.
Length, 514 inches.

152—Gilt and Enameled Book Covers to a Copy of Pickering's

"Shakesperian" (1820)

153—Missal

Bound in velvet and decorated with seven A^'netian (?) enamel

medallions. Missal is French.

154

—

Enameled Gilt Bronze Frame to Head of Christ

In painted porcelain. Austrian or Hungarian, 1860-70.

Height, 9 inches.

155—Limoges Enamel

With design representing "Christ Bearing the Cross", and two

Roman soldiers. Work of a late scion of the house of Peni-

cault, possibly Jean.

156

—

Paris Enamel

Decorated with design of "Christ Bearing the Cross" and Saints,

in white against a rich sapphire blue background.

Plaque, 16 by 16 inches.



Fif'st Afternoon

157

—

Pair Incense Jars

Of Delhi enamel on gilt copper. Nineteenth century.

Height, 5% inches.

158

—

Tray, Ewer and Six Cups

Of green and blue Delhi enamel on a silver base.

Height, 12 inches.

159—Cigarette Case

Ornamented with translucent cloison designs of chrysanthemums

and rooster and hen against a brilliant sapphire blue ground.

Height, Sy^ inches.

160—Sake Dish

With design of hen and chickens below peonies in soft cloisonne

enamels. Deep blue underside. Copper base.

Diameter, 4)4 inches.

CHINESE AND JAPANESE ENAMELS

161—Two Cloisonne Enameled Penholders

By Yang Tien Li of Peking. Nineteenth centur}-.

162—Two Cloisonne Cigarette Holders

Nineteenth century.

163—Brush Holder

In brilliant floral cloisonne enamels on a copper base. Peking,

nineteenth century.

Length, 8 inches.

164—Paper Cutter

In cloisonne enamels, decorated in blue and gold with dragon
designs on a white ground. Cloud patterns on handle in gold

on dark blue. By Yang Tien Li, Peking. Nineteenth century.

Length, 10 inches.



First Afternoon

165—Paper Cutter

Yellow dragon on black ground ; floral designs in colors on tur-

quoise blue. By Yang Tien Li, Peking.

166—Two Match Cases

In cloisonne enamels on copper base. Floral and butterfly de-

signs in colors on dark blue and floral designs and Buddhist

emblems on turquoise. Nineteenth century.
Height, 2 inches.

167—Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

On copper base, decorated with floral and butterfly designs in

colors on a bright blue ground in style of Goto, Yokohama.

Nineteenth century.

Syg inches.

168—Covered Incense Box

Gilt copper, richly decorated with cash, bat and cloud patterns

in cloisons on a brilliant sapphire-blue ground. About 1860-70.

21/2 by 1 9/16 inches.

169—Covered Jar

Of mauve-colored cloisonne enamels, richly decorated in subdued

tones with floral and butterfly designs. About 1870-80.

170—Pitcher
Cloisonne enamels, decorated with dragons and clouds in yellow,

red and blue against a black ground. Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Modern.

171—^Miniature Vase

Gilt copper, richly decorated with archaic tiao-tieh designs and

palmettes in champleve enamel. Osaka, Japan, nineteenth cen-

tury.

Height, 5l^ inches.

172—Kidney-shaped Covered Box

Brass, decorated on cover with a rich diaper and T-pattern de-

sign in cloisonne enamels on bright turquoise blue. Goto school,

1820.
Height, 2 inches.



First After710071

17S—Covered Box

Copper-gilt, richly ornamented in cloisonne enamels with bat

and cloud patterns or butterflies and flowers on green and blue

grounds. Osaka, about 1870-80.

31/2 by 1% inches.

174—Covered Jar

Of oval form embellished with lotus spirals in cloisonne enamels

on a ground of imperial yellow.

Height, 4% inches.

175—KoRO

Globular shape, on three low feet, tastefully decorated through-

out with ying-yang ])at terns and moii, or crests, in brilliant

cloisonne enamels on a turquoise ground. Japan. Second half

of nineteenth century.
Height, 4 inches.

176—Two Cloisonne Enameled Plaques

Gilt copper, decorated with floral rosettes and sprays on a white

ground. Nagoya, nineteenth century.

6% and 51/3 inches.

177—Paper Weight

Gilt copper, decorated with cloisonne enameled dragon and but-

terfly designs in relief. Yang Tien Li, Peking.
Height, 41/3 inches.

178—KoRO OR Incense Burner

On four feet, decorated throughout with designs of cranes en

cloisons against a coffee-colored ground. Nagoya, about 1840-

50.

Height, 3% inches.

179—Cup and Dish

In brilliant cloisonne enamels of floral designs and with Buddhist
symbols on a ground of imperial yellow. Red dragon on blue

in center of dish. Yang Tien Li, Peking. Nineteenth century.

« 41^ and 7 inches.



First Afternoon

180—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

On gilt copper, embellished with floral and lambrequin designs in

subdued colors on light blue or black background. Tientsin In-

dustrial School. Modern.
Height, 6 inches.

181—Opium Pipe

Bowl richly decorated with cloisonne enameled floral designs in

relief. Peking, ^lodcrn.
Height, 14 inches.

182—Opium Pipe

Champleve enameled felicitous wishes on brass.

Height, 16 inches.

183—Kidney-shaped Metal Box

In shakudo, embellished with crab and lotus designs in gold and

silver and a brilliant cloisonne inlaid plaque of landscape design

let in the cover. Goto, Yokohama, about 1820.
Length, 41^4 inches.

184—Square Bronze Plaque

Embellished with rich floral designs in cloisonne against a mot-

tled brown ground. Fine example of best Goto tradition. About

1820.
6 inches.

185—Gilt Copper and Cloisonne Beaker

Richly decorated with designs of tree-peonies and leaves in colors

on a bright blue ground. By Sotuke Namikawa. Unsigned.

Height, 4% inches.

186—Chopstick Case

Brass, brilliantly enameled with designs of the Buddhist emblems

in colors on a dark blue ground. Chopsticks and knife with bone

handle in case. Chinese. Ch'ien-lung, 1736-95.
Length, 12 inches.



First Afternoon

187—Covered Box

In cloisonne enamels on a copper base, decorated on the cover

with a view of Fujiyama from Lake Hakone
; body enameled

with simple fioral sprays against a pale green ground. Tokyo.

Middle nineteenth century.

214 by 434 bi/ 3% inches.

188—Koiio OK IxcExsE Burner

In rich cloisonne enamels, decorated with conventional design

and floral sprays. On three feet. Osaki, about 1860-70.

Height, 5 inches.

189—Teapot

In cloisonne enamels decorated with a red hawthorn pattern and

peony reserves on an imperial yellow ground. Japan, nineteenth

century.

4 inches.

190—Covered Sweetmeat Box

In rich cloisonne enamels by Yang Tien Li, Peking. Modern.

Height, 4% inches.

191—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Doves

The plumage of soft blue, the wing-tips richly inlaid in full

palette colors. Chinese, Taou-kuang, 1820.
Height, 4% inches.

192—Gilt Brass Candlestick

Design of pigeon, of similar decoration to the preceding, sup-

porting candle-holder in his beak. Chinese Taou-kuang, 1820.

Height, 91/0 inches.

193—Teapot

On three feet. Decorated throughout Avith the richest floral,

bird and arabesque designs in cloisonne enamels. Short spout

enameled and gilt bronze handle. By Namikawa. Made for

exhibition purposes at the Chicago Fair.

Width, 7 inches.



First Afternoon

194

—

Temple Hand Bell

Gilt copper, richly decorated with floral designs of lotus and

ju-i in colors on a turquoise-blue ground. Ch'ien-lung to Chia-

ching, 1736-1820.
Height, 5 inches.

195—Tea Caddy

In lavishly decorated cloisonne enamels designed with flower

jars, antique vases, etc., on a light blue ground. Cover to match.

Ch'ien-lung, 1736-95.
Height, 5 inches.

196

—

Pair Cloisonne Enameled Doves

Feathers soft lavender; white wings and tails, richly inlaid with

varicolored cloisons. Chinese, Taou-kuang, 1820.
Height, 6 inches.

197

—

Pair Cloisonne Enameled Candlesticks

In gilt bronze, embellished with dragon and floral designs in

colors on a black ground. Chinese, by Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Height, Oy^ inches.

198—Teapot
In cloisonne enamels lavishly decorated with dragon-filled re-

serves and floral rosettes on a dark blue or black ground. Spout,

handle and cover enameled. Nagoya, middle nineteenth century.

Height, 614 inches.

199

—

Pair Pot-pourri

In similar enamels to the preceding on a black ground. Copper

base. Green enameled interiors. Nagoya, middle nineteenth

century.
Height, 6 inches.



Fii^st Aftermoon

200—Vase
Pear shape, funnel-shaped neck, on flaring base ;

richly decorated

in dull red, white, yellow and green enamels with floral lotus de-

signs on a pale blue ground. Palmettes at base and neck. Gilt

copper base. Osaka, nineteenth century.
Height, 81/0 inches.

201—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Globular form, cylindrical necks, enameled throughout with bril-

liant lotus arabesques in colors on a black ground. Chien-lung,

1736-95.
Height, ly., inches.

202—Six Cups and Saucers

In cloisonne enamels and gilt bronze, decorated with yellow

dragons on black, lotus, arabesques and jti-i in turquoise and

red. By Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Height. 2yo inches; diameter, 414 inches.

203—EwER OF Cloisonne Enameled Brass

Persian form, covered throughout with floral cloisonne designs

against a ground of imperial yellow. Red dragons on a blue

ground decorate the circular panels at sides. Handle of dragon

form. Chinese: Chien-lung, 1736-95.
Height, 11 inches.

204—Tea Jar

Decorated with central band of cloisonne enamels representing

varicolored ducks in a dark green pond diving, swimming or

alighting. Cover, neck, shoulder and foot ornamented with ro-

settes and floral designs in similar subdued tones on black.

Japan, first half of the eighteenth century.
Heig ht, 7 inches.

205—Pair Spice Boxes

Brilliantly enameled with floral and bird designs in color on a

black ground reserved, and floral arabesques in colors on a

fawn-colored ground. Interiors blue. Japan, about 1830.

Height, ly^ inches.



Fi7'st Afternoon

206—Pair Large Globular Vases

Decorated in soft-toned cloisonne enamels with floral designs of

hydrangeas, lilies, chrysanthemums, etc., on a pale robin's-egg

ground ; surrounding enamel cover are blue and gray /lo/io-birds

on a pink ground. Shoulder of vases decorated with band of

conventional palmettes filled in with bird dragon and flower de-

signs in soft grays, olives and browns. By Y. Namikawa. Un-

signed.

Height, 81/3 inches.

207— Six Copper and Cloisonne Plaques

Illustrating as many steps in the technical development of a

piece of cloisonne work: (1) copper plaque; (2) set with copper

cloisons to design drawn on plaque; (3) first coat enamels; (4)

second coat enamels; (5) third coat enamels (blue); (6) after

burnishing. Japan. Modern.
Length, 20 inches.

208—Seven Copper and Cloisonne Plaques

Similar to the preceding, in development of an enameled vase.

Japan. Modern.

209—Dish
On four feet. Decorated with central diaper-inlaid circular

rosette, a band of kylin and a border of floral arabesque in relief

filled in with brilliant cloisonne enamels in the early manner of

S. Namikawa of Tokyo.
Diameter, 10i/4 inches.

210—Plate of Cloisonne Enamels

The cloisons themselves forming an intricate floral arabesque

pattern on black in the best manner of Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Diameter, 10 inches.

211—Tazza

To match the preceding.
Height, Ty^ inches.



First Afternoon

212—Cloisonne Enameled Gilt Copper Tray

Richly inlaid with floral designs and butterflies on a black

ground; bats in bright enamel colors on T-pattern on black

covers the entire underside. By Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Length, 12% inches.

213—Pair Large Club-shaped Vases

On gilt-copper base, lavishly decorated with floral lotus-ara-

besques and shou characters in colors on black. By Yang Tien

Li, Peking.
Height, 12 inches.

214—Tazza
Of brilliant blue and white cloisonne in "willow pattern" on

upper side, hawthorn pattern below, the stem covered with lotus-

arabesques in blue on white. A beautiful example of the art of

Yang Tien Li of Peking.
Diameter, 11 14 inches.

215—Cloisonne Enameled Tazza

On high base, covered throughout with varicolored lotus-ara-

besques, bats and floral sprays on a black ground. Pink and

green palmette border to dish. Gilt copper base. Yang Tien

Li, Peking.
Height, 11% inches.

216—Large Cloisonne Enameled Tray

In gilt bronze richly decorated at center with design of a

five-clawed dragon, sacred pearl and clouds above a stormy sea.

Floral bands at edge in colors on black. Back decorated with

varicolored bats on a background of T-pattern on black. By
Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Length, 27% inches.





SECOND AFTERNOON'S SALE

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1917

AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

BEGINNING AT 2.30 O^CLOCK

Catalogue numbers 217 to 454, inclusive

JAPANESE ENAMELS

217—Miniature Vase

In silver decorated with designs of chrysanthemums in green

and purple on a translucent blue-white ground. (Damaged.)

Nagoya, middle nineteenth century.

Heif/ht, 3 inches.

218—Small Dish

Of green and autumn-leaf enamel. Unfinished.

219—Two Unfinished Cigarette Cases

Showing method of manufacture of Japanese cloisonne half and

three-quarters finished. By Namikawa.

220—Twelve Trial Pieces of Enamel
Showing various stages in the work of Namikawa.

221—Trial Piece of Enamel
Floral designs on dark blue. Best Nagoya.

222—Napkin Ring

Of late Namikawa cloisonne.

223—Napkin Ring

In gilt bronze, decorated in cloisonne with dragon designs in

colors on a blue ground.



Second Afteimoon

224—Four Napkin Rings

Gilt bronze, with examples of earliest cloisonne-work of the

Kyotan Namikawa.

225—LoTiFORM Tray

With blood color (translucent) center across which fly five

cranes. Back, pink and green on a blue ground.

Diameter, 3^4 inches.

226—Ink Well
Soft clair-de-lune moonlight scene in cloisonne, temple roofs

peeping from fir trees ; in black and gray.
Height, 2yo inches.

ENAMELS, IN THE MAIN, OF SOSUKE AND YASU-
YUKI NAMIKAWA, TOKYO AND KYOTO

Second Half of the Nineteenth Century

(By Sosuke unless stated to the contrary)

227—Match Case

In opaque cloisonne enamel decorated with designs of ibis and

lotus flowers in colors against a turquoise-blue ground.

Height, 2% inches.

Height, 4 inches.

228—]MiNiATFEE Vase

Somewhat similar to the preceding.

229—Miniature Cloisonne Enameled Vase

Floral designs on deepest blue.

230—Box
Shakudo base, decorated in cloisonne with designs of duck and

white heron in mist among reeds.

Length, 3y^ inches.



Second Afternoon

231—Rare Eggwhite V^ase

Decorated with flowers and butterflies in pink and green.

Height, 3% inches.

232—Spill Vase

Decorated with bird medalhons in Koyettsu style against a

plum ground.
Height, 4 inches.

233—Miniature Vase

In cloisonne, decorated with flo\yers and butterflies against a

mirror black ground.
Height, 3 11/16 inches.

234—Covered Box

Covered throughout with rich floral cloisonne enamels of chrj-

santhemums on a blue ground. A blue crest, or mon, surrounds

edges.

235—Saucer

Silver base ; decorated with designs of sparrows alighting in the

midst of a bed of primroses ; black ground.
Diameter, 4 13/16 inches.

236—Miniature Covered Jar

Silver base; covered throughout with rich cloisonne enameled

dragons and clouds on a deep gros-hleu ground.
Height, 3% inches.

237—Teapot
Gilt copper base, decorated in the artist's best manner with

cloisonne butterflies and chrysanthemums against a deep black

ground.
Height, 3% inches.

238—Teapot
Silver base ; tastefully decorated with floral medallions on a pale

celadon green ground.
Height, 3% inches.
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239—Miniature Vase

Pewter base; decorated in shades of lavender with floral designs.

Made for European export, hence of poor qualit}^

Height, 3^4 inches.

240—Beaker

Representing violet and green enameled dragons against a bright

blue ground. Late Nagoja.
Height, 3% inches.

241—Bonbon Box

Copper gilt, decorated in cloisonne enamel work with nanteen

flowers on a brown ground.
2 by 3 inches.

242—Miniature Vase

Silver base; enameled with diaperings at neck and rich floral

and butterfly designs in soft colors against a tea-leaf green

ground.
Height, 514 inches.

{Illustrated)

243—Pair Covered Jars

Richly enameled in broad reserves of floral designs in soft

browns, pinks and yellows against celadon or tea-leaf grounds.

Height, 4>% inches.

(Illustrated)

244—Tea Jar

Silver base; decorated in transparent black with landscape (de-

fined by silver cloisons) against a celadon green ground.

Height, 3% inches.

245—Miniature Vase

Decorated with cloisonne enamels in tones of red, black, pink,

and blue against a ground of warm gray.
Height, 4% inches.
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246—Vase
In brownish tea-leaf, decorated with charming pink asters be-

side a stream. Best manner.
Height, 5 inches.

247—Cigarette Case

Eggwhite, decorated with designs of sparrows attacking the

ripening grapes. Shakudo base.

Length, 4 inches.

248—Pair Ash Trays

One with view of the Tokjudo of Ginkakuji in dull browns and

dark green agair^st a tea-leaf ground ; the other with bird and

flower designs against a pale blue ground.
414 inches.

249—Koro or Incense Burner

In the best tradition of the master. Gray and pink crabs are

represented as crawling from a green wicker basket. Shakudo

cover. Stands on three feet, enamel there imitating Sung stone-

ware. Unsigned, as a tribute to his work.
Height, 4 inches.

250—Hexagonal Vase

Silver base ;
richly enameled with floral and bird designs en

cloison against a deep blue ground. Early Nagoya.

Height, 6 inches.

251—A Cloisonne Beaker

In olive green, embellished with designs of bonze caps and

autumn leaves.

Height, 5 11/16 inches.

252—Screen

In best manner of Yasuyuki. Cranes and young beneath bam-

boos. Shakudo frame.
4< by 5 inches.
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253—Box
Similar; white lotus on gray ground, gilt copper base.

Syg by 5 inches.

254—Four Cloisonne Enameled Hairpins

Three with designs of autumn leaves falling into a stream, one

with blue and pink asters on black.

Length, 8 inches.

255—Small Cloisonne Enameled Screen

Decorated with a charming design of the setting sun.

Height, 3i/4 inches.

256

—

Cloisonne Enameled Screen

"Moonlight."
Height, 41/^ inches.

257—Covered Box

Decorated with charming design of white and pink flowers con-

trasted with a full-orbed but mist-hidden moon. Skakudo base.

3% by inches.

258—Jewel-box

In gilt bronze, decorated with rich floral designs and butterflies

in pink, white and gray against a pale blue ground.

259—Jewel Box

Similar to the preceding. Design of crabs and flowers on a gray
ground.

2% by 3% inches.

260—Bulbous Vase

Similar technique, gray ground broken by blue gentian sprays

most realistically portrayed. Copper base.

514 inches.
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261—Covered Box

Of olive green cloisonne, embellished with elaborate phoenix de-

signs and clouds in dull sepias, blues and reds, and further deco-

rated on the cover with a rich pheasant and flower design in

varicolored enamels on black framed in coral. Silk cords. A
remarkable piece, finished within in silk brocade.

Length, 6 14 inches.

262—Pair Ceoisonxe Enameled Vases

Not quite completed. Blue and brown grounds, with designs in

colors of storks and swallows.
Height, 7 inches.

263—Covered Box

In the rare blood-colored enamel over a silver base and em-

bellished with a spray of hydrangea in the natural colors. Choice

example of the master.
Length, 5 inches.

264—Vase
Of hidden cloison type, thick enamel in soft gray broken by de-

sign of narcissus flowers, buds and leaves. Copper base.

Height, 614 inches.
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265—Covered Box

Gilt copper, embellished with designs of ducks alighting beside

a pool; black background.

3% hy 4yg inches.

266—Pear-shaped Vase

Of bluish ground, decorated with yellow marshmallow flowers,

buds and brownish-green leaves. Shakudo base.

Height, 7% inches.

267—Pear-shaped Vase

Similar to the preceding, but of more graceful form, with gray

ground and decorated in green and white with chrysanthemum

flowers. Hidden cloison style. Shakudo base.

Height, 7% inches.

268—Tray
Bluish-gray water, in which swims a pink fish. Shakudo edge.

Length, l^g inches.

269—Covered Box

Similar to the preceding, with white ground, decorated in pink

and green with spray of a tree-peony. Shakudo finish. Style of

Namikawa.
by 4%^ inches.

270—Small Cloisonne Enameled Screen

Earliest manner ; cloison visible. Design : Salmon leaping

through whitecaps. Teak or keyaki frame.
Height, 7^/4 inches.

271—Small Cloisonne Enameled Screen

Early type. Design represents white and brown sheaves of rice,

falling maple leaves, sparrow on a bare limb or autumn. Tur-
quoise-blue ground. Keyaki frame.

Height, 7 inches.
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272—Globular Vase

In soft gray, decorated with moonlight design and duck ahght-

ing upon water. Shakudo hp and base.

Height, 6% inches.

273—Pair Vases

Similar to the preceding. Wistaria designs. One perfect, the

other marred in the firing.

Height, Gi/o inches.

274—Covered Box

Copper base. Cover decorated by the "cloisonless" technique

with sprays of Pawlonia Imperialis over a pool of fish. About

edge a broad band of floral rosettes in green, black and red

against salmon pink.

Length, 614 inches.

275—Experimental Jar ( Unfinished)

Views of Arashiyama, Biwa end, and wooden bridge.

Height, 4% inches.

276—Tray
Similar. Design in deep gray of carp swimming below lily

pads. Signed in full by the artist Sosuke Namikawa.

Length, 9 inches.

277—Jar
Neck of translucent purple enamel (on silver) and body brown-

ish tea-leaf.

Height, 91/0 inches.

278—Pair Unfinished Vases

From studio of Sosuke Namikawa, showing technique of that

artist.

Height, 714 inches.
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279—Covered Box

In pale blue, decorated with designs of a setting sun, flower panel

and the white mon, or crest, of the daimio at whose order it

was made. Silver base. Purple silk within.

Length, 5% inches.

280—Black Enameled Tray

In style of the Potter Kenzan. Most successfully treated, even

to design, a flowering spray of purple wistaria and seal signa-

ture which resembles that of the ceramist.

81/4 inches.

281—Oval-shaped Vase

Of deep gray tone, decorated with design of brilliant red poppy,

bud and leaves. Shakudo base.

Height, 1'"^/^ inches.

282—Pair Oval-shaped Vases

Exemplifying the hidden cloison enamel and representing snipe

among reeds and flowers against a pale safl*ron ground. Con-

sidered by his son among the best examples of Sosuke's work.

Shakudo base.

Height, 6% inches.

283—Vase
Silver base ; decorated with design of a bullfinch singing upon

the bough of a white wistaria. Background a deep gros bleu.

Best manner.

Height, Sy^ inches.

284—Pair Covered Tea Jars

In early manner of cloisonne work of Sosuke Namikawa. Cranes

and millet in white, gray, green and yellow against a deep brown

ground, broken at shoulder and cover edge by bands of brightly

colored lozenge-shaped diapering.

Height, 6y^ inches.
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285—Tall Vase

No. 285

Silver base ; enameled in cloisonne with

floral bouquets against a bright blue

ground. Shakudo lip and foot.

Height, 91/0 inches.

286—Vase ix Best Style Namikawa

Tea-green ground and swallows flying

above millet. Stand.

Height, 8 3/16 inches.

287—Hexagonal Cloisonne Vase

Of mauve decorated in pink, red and

blue with designs of asters beside a wind-

ing blue stream. Shakudo lip. Signed

on silver foot, Namikawa, Kyoto.

Height, 10 14 inches.

288—Club-shaped Vase

Ground same color as preceding but or-

namented with green and white squash

flowers and tendrils. Silver lip and

foot. Signed : Namikawa, Kyoto.

Height, 13yg inches.

288a^—Cloisonne Framed Picture

Representing "Autumn Maples" in bright ochreous red against

a blue ground ; tree trunk in various shades of gray. Early

example of the work of Sotuke Namikawa of Tokyo. Middle

nineteenth century.
6 by 7 inches.

289— Oval Vase

Decorated with soft moonlight scene of dainty white and yellow

flowers in relief against a full moon partly obscured by evening

mists. Shakudo lip and base rim. Seal mark.
Height, 9 inches.
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290—Paiu of Tall Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Of early Nagoya ;
hexagonal bodies, olive-green ground and in-

tricate floral arabesques and medallions.

Height, 14 14 inches.

291—Plate
In shape of lotus-leaf, charmingly decorated on interior with

design of a white heron in water against a background of pink-

ish-gray. Back, autumn leaves in cloisonne on a brown

ground. Seal on back.
Length, 11% inches.
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292—Plate
Decorated on inside with moonlight view over a corner of Lake
Biwa, rich diaper and floral arabesque edge and back floral

designs and cranes on a brilliant blue ground. Unsigned.

Diameter, 10% inches.

293—Three Wood Boxes

Imitating wickcrwork. Decorated with gold and colored lacquer

designs of lotus flowers in a pond, etc., and inlaid on cover with

fan-shaped floral and bird designs in cloisonne enamels on a

bright blue ground. By S. Namikawa, Tokyo.

294—Three Wood Boxes

Similar to the preceding.

295—Three Wood Boxes

Similar to the preceding.

296—Pair Oval Vases

In unfinished condition, exemplifying the technique of the artist.

Design : Birds on flowering trees against a turquoise-blue ground.

Cerulean blue interiors and bases ; metal lip and base.

Height, 9% inches.

297—Large Oval Vase

Of softest gray ground, design representing the flight of a wild

goose across the mist-obscured moon. Shakudo lip and foot.

Height, 11 inches.

298—Square Dish

Ornamented with a design of Fujiyama in soft gray, blue and

white rising out of the pinkish-gray mists of morning. Shakudo

band at edge. Floral cloisonne arabesque base and seal on base.

Best work of the artist.

Width, lli/s inches.
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299—Dish
Similar to the preceding. Decorated in soft colors on a gray

mat ground with the figures of Shaka, Confucius, Mencius and

Daruma mounted on a lion, camel, tiger and white elephant.

Floral cloisonne design and seal on back.
Length, liyg inches.

300—Dish
Similar to the preceding. Design, in soft enamel colors, repre-

sents a barn-swallow and tree-peonies in black and pink against a

pale blue ground. Back, cloisonne floral rosettes, scroll and ara-

besques in pink, gray and green on a dark plum ground.

301—Tall Vase

Brass trimmed and decorated under European influence with

design of rooster gazing at his reflection in a pool, chrysanthe-

mums and diaper bands at sides, the whole in soft sepias, grays

and pinks against a mat gray or pale blue ground.

Height, 11^4 inches.

302—Tall Vase

Of cloisonne enamel in the early style of Sosuke Namikawa, deco-

rated in three sections with autmn maple leaves against black,

lavender and green grounds. Interior and foot bright blue.

Unsigned.
Height, 12 inches.

303—Tall Vase

Silver base ; richly decorated with peonies, leaves and tendrils

against a dark blue ground shading into lavender. Interior

dark blue. A silver signature on foot.

Height, 13i/^ inches.

304—Tall Vase

Of gray enameled ground, decorated with design of rooster,

hen and chickens in black, white and red against a dark gray

ground. Silver-gilt lip and foot. Best period.

Height, 13 inches.
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305—Cylindrical Vase

Enameled with exquisite design of white cherr}--blossoms and

leaves against a pearl-gray background. Chef-d'oeuvre of the

artist. Copper lip and base. Seal below.

Height, 14 inches.

306—Pair Plates

Decorated with designs of cock, hen and chick against a warm
pinkish-blue ground. One finished, the other half finished:

Backs, floral medallions in cloisonne against a rich blue ground.

Width, lli/o inches.
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307—Pair Tall Quadkaxgular Vases

In early style of Sotuke Namikawa, designs representing night-

ingales singing amidst the branches of blossoming white cherry-

trees. Yellow evening glow above and mists of evening below,

remarkably well toned, considering the medium.

Height, 1314 inches.

308—Plaque
In soft sumi tones, decorated with design after Muchi, repre-

senting boy on buffalo passing beneath bough of an ancient

willow. Seal at back.
10 by 12% inches.

309—Large Plaque

Enameled with mat gray ground filled in with design in bluish-

gray representing an ape about to spring at a butterfly. Paint-

ing after design of Shozan (seal to right). Enamel by S.

Namikawa.
1414 by 20% inches.

310—Large Plaque

Representing Mount Fuji rising from the mists of early morning.

Exemplifying the poetic taste, delicacy of conception and mar-

velous technique of the artist at its best.

15% by 25% inches.

VARIOUS JAPANESE FABRIQUES

311—Large Plaque

In cloisonne enamels of soft tones representing the famous

Temple Meidera situated among blossoming cherry trees high

up above Lake Biwa. Nagoya. By J. Ando. Framed.

Height, 37 inches.

312—Frame of Cloisonne Enamel

Technical plaques, exemplifying all stages of manufacture.

Cherry-blossom design. Tokyo artist. Nineteenth century.

Length, 231/2 inches.
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313

—

Frame Showing Instruments, Enamels and Process of

Manufacture

Larger than the preceding. By Tomoe Ota, Nagoya, Japan.

Nineteenth century.
Height, 41 14 inches.

PEKING ENAMELS
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries

314—Tea Bowl

White interior, decorated on the outside with colored floral

designs and medallions on a blue ground.
Diameter, 3i/, inches.

315—Saucer

White outside, pink floral designs and figures within.

Diameter, inches.

316—Three Cups and Saucers

Of square form, decorated in colors, on a white ground.

Cups, 114 inches; saucers, 3Yi inches.

317—Cup and Saucer

Of Imperial yellow enamel, with figure and floral designs in

colors.

Cuj?, 3 inches; saucer (diameter) , 4 inches.

318—Beaker-shaped Vase

White ground, figures in colors.

Height, 3y^ inches.

319

—

Small Jardiniere

In rich blue enamel, and figure designs in colors, reserve.

Height, 5 inches.
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320—Teapot
Of brilliant Peking enamels, with deer and landscape designs

in panels against a mauve ground, pink spout and overhead

handle.
Height, 7y^ inches.

321—Teapot
In deep blue Peking enamel, imitative of the famous "hawthorn

pattern" of Chinese porcelain fame.
Height, 5 inches.

322—Pair Brilliantly Enameled Peking Vases and Trays

Rich with floral arabesques in colors on turquoise-blue.

Height, 4 1/16 inches.

323—Pair Richly Decorated Peking Enameled Vases

Covered with floral arabesques in red, blue and yellow on a

turquoise ground.
Height, inches.

324——Tripod Stand

In rich floral Peking enamels on a pale blue ground. Chien-

lung, 1736-95.
Height, 914 inches.

325—Writing Box

In deep blue Peking enamel of the "hawthorn pattern" of

Chinese porcelain. Chien-lung period, 1736-95.

Length, 514 inches.

326—Mirror
To match the preceding.

Diameter, 714 inches.

327—Peking Enameled Mirror

With rich floral designs against a ground of gros bleu. Chien-

lung, 1736-95.
Length, 9% inches.
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328—Hand Mirror

In rich Imperial yellow enamels and conventional bat in blue

and pink. Reverse, solid enamel with graceful peony design

in style of painters of reign of Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Height, 13% inches.

329—Circular Copper Shou Character

Decorated on one side with clouds and bats in rich colors on a

black enamel ground. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

330—Bottle
In rich green Peking enamel, embellished with figure panels and

floral arabesques, in colors. Chia-ching, 1796-1820.

Height, inches.

331—Tea Caddy

In bright camellia-leaf green, decorated with floral reserves and

arabesques in blue and pink. Chia-ching, 1796-1820.

Height, 6% inches.

332—Tray
Peking enamel, with figure design reserve at center and bands

floral patterns on turquoise and outer border of gros-hleu

Chia-ching, 1796-1820.
Length, 10% by 8% inches.

333—Pair Lotiform-leaf Trays

In rich green Peking enamel, embellished with flowers and butter-

flies in pink and blue. Chien-lung, 1736-95.
Length, 12 inches.

334—Circular Dish

Exterior pink enamel, interior decorated with bats and "flowers

of four seasons" in colors against a light blue ground. Chia-

ching, 1796-1820.
Diameter, 12 inches.
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335—Tray
In Peking enamel, decorated in the interior with a rich "haw-

thorn pattern" in colors on a gros-bleu ground. Chien-lung,

1736-95.
Length, 14% inches.

336—Pair Hat Holders

Of cylindrical shape, decorated with brilliantly enameled flowers

in colors against a rich blue ground. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Height, 13yo inches.

337—Two Hat Holders

Similar to the preceding; one, pink ground, the other Imperial

yellow. Chien-lung, 1736-95.
HeightJ 131/3 inches.

338—Pair Peking Enameled Vases

Soft green ground decorated in pink, blue and yellow with

bats flying amidst clouds. Chia-ching, 1796-1820.

Height, 15 1/2 inches.

339—Temple Dish

In brilliant turquoise-blue enamels, embellished with the richest

floral designs in orange, yellow, pink and coral. Chien-lung,

1736-95.
Diameter, IGi/o inches.

340—Covered Lunch Box

Of the most brilliant Peking enamel, decorated with sJwu de-

signs in blue and gold bats in the midst of gold and green

floral arabesques. Interior and base canary yellow enamel.

Chien-lung, 1736-95.
DiameterJ 13% inches.
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341—Large Dish

Of rich Imperial yellow Peking enamel, broken by a broad cen-

tral panel painted with a representation of the Lohan alighting

from clouds after crossing a troubled sea. Design doubtless

painted by a court craftsman of Chien-lung's Imperial factory

in Peking,^ 1736-95.
Diameter, 15% inches.

342—Square Tray

Of rich blue Peking enamel, decorated with the "Buddhist sym-

bols" and floral designs in rich colors on a light blue ground.

Chia-ching, 1796-1820.
Length, IS^/g inches.

343—Large Circular Plaque

In light blue Peking enamel, richly ornamented with floral spray,

fruit, butterflies, and the eight Buddhist symbols in the most

brilliant colors of the enameler's palette. Chia-ching, 1796-

1820.
Diameter, 23^^ inches.

CHINESE AND JAPANESE CLOISONNE ENAMELS
Various Periods

344—Two Cups and Saucers

(a) Yellow and white flowers on green with lotiform saucer;

(b) floral designs on turquoise ground. Eighteenth century.

345—Cigar Case

Silver base; decorated in relief cloisonne enamels of the utmost

delicacy, with floral designs and rosettes. In case. First prize

Vienna Exposition. By Musashiya, Yokohama.
Height, 3i/, inches.

346—Silver Cup and Saucer

Tastefully decorated by Musashiya with wistaria and iris in

the natural colors en cloisoji.

Saucer, 5 inches; cup, 2% by 3 inches.
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347—Pair Silvered Brass Shaft Holders

Enameled with conventional butterflies and the Buddhist crest in

pink, yellow, blue. Tokyo, Japan.
Length, 714 inches.

348—Cylindrical Vase

On copper base, decorated in cloisonne enamels with floral de-

signs of nanteen, morning-glories, poinsettia, and butterflies in

brilliant but subdued colors on a turquoise ground. By Goto,

Yokohama.
Heif/ht, 12 inches.

349—Oval Vase.

Similar to the preceding. Chrysanthemum, day lilies, morning-

glories and sparrows in cloisonne enamels against a turquoise

ground. Gilt copper lip and foot.

Height, 11 inches.

350—Pair Japanese Oval Vases

With funnel-shaped necks, decorated in the cloison method with

flowers, cranes, and minute diaperings in brilliant but subdued

colors on blue.

Heif/hf, 10% inches.

351—Covered Sweetmeat Box

In rich cloisonne enamels of the best Goto tradition, lavishly

decorated with designs of golden pheasants in the branches of

pink tree-peonies on a turquoise-blue ground.
Diameter, 9% inches.

352—Pair Japanese Tall Vases

Richly decorated in brilliant cloisonne enamels with floral de-

signs representing "the flowers of the four seasons," peacocks

and minute diaper bands. Floral designs against a ground of

brilliant turquoise blue. Peacocks on mauve-gray. Gilt copper

lip and foot.

Height, 1414 inches.
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353—Pair Hirado Porcelain Bottles

Decorated with enameled cloisonne bodies in style of the Goto,

1850. Designs of dragons above waves and Fujiyama.

Height, IQi/g inches.

354—Pair Cylindrical Porcelain Jars

Decorated with bold floral designs en cloison against a black

ground framed in varicolored bands at lip and foot. Japanese,

about 1850.
Height, lly^ inches.

355—Pair Jars

Similar to the preceding, but decoration on a yellow ground.

Heights, 11% and 12y^ inches.

856

—

Cloisonne Belt Buckle

In copper-gilt, embellished with tree peonies in colors against a

turquoise ground. School of Goto, nineteenth century.

357

—

Pair Miniature Flower Vases

Embellished with rich floral designs, vases, etc., in style of early

Nagoya.
Height, 1% inches.

358

—

Door Knob

Floral designs on a white ground. Nagoya.
Height, 2y^ inches.

359—Three-legged Cup and Ruler

Copper bases, gilt
;
designs consist of dragon on a white ground

and floral designs and butterflies on green. Nagoya.

Ruler, 51/2 inches; cup, 2% hy 11/2 inches.

360—Spill Box and Miniature Vase

Box in style of Kaji Tsunekichi ;
vase, in gilt copper with

cloison after style of the Chinese.
Heights, 1% and 2% inches.
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361—Gilt Copper and Enamel Drawer Handle

Crest of house of Tokugawa. Seventeenth to eighteenth cen-

tury.

Height, li/o inches.

362—Pair Richly Enameled Cloisonne Ash Trays

Being the earliest tyjye of work of Yasuyuki Namikawa of Kyoto.

Trails, 3% hy 4% inches.

363—Three Cloisonne Enameled Ash Trays

Richly ornamented with floral designs.

364—Miniature Cloisonne Enameled Jar

Decorated with floral designs of lotus flowers against a turquoise

ground. Chinese. Ming, fifteenth centur}'.

Height, 4 inches.

365—Fifteen Examples of Japanese Enamel

On copper or silver base. End of sixteenth century to modern.

366—Ink Well
Copper base; decorated with crest and floral designs in colored

enamel. Dark green back. Late seventeenth or early eighteenth

century.

1% hy 2% inches.

367—Napkin Ring

Copper base ; decorated in alternating colors with bands of

Yamato-ye cloisonne. Eighteenth century.

368—Box
Copper base

; peach shape, enameled with pink and yellow flowers

on a dark blue ground. Blue interior. Middle nineteenth cen-

tury.

Length, 3 inches.

369—Incense Box

Gilt copper base; richly decorated with butterfly and hawthorn
flowers against a green ground. About 1850-60.

Diameter, 2% inches.
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370—Cylindrical Koro or Incense Burner

In bronze, enriched with cloisonne floral decoration in orange,

violet and peacock blue after the Korean style. Pierced jade
cover framed in silver. Japan, late sixteenth or early seven-

teenth century. Orange crepe bag.

Height, 214 inches.

371—Small Bottle

Gilt copper base; richly enameled with scroll and ju-i patterns

in brilliant cloisonnes. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Height, 2% inches.

372—Ink Well
Decorated with rich lotus flower designs en cloison on a copper

base, the background a stained turquoise-blue. Style of Chinese

of Ming. Eighteenth century.

inches.

373—Silver Spill Box

Enriched with colored lambrequins on a turquoise ground. In-

laid silver and gold fan ornament. Best Goto tradition. Nine-

teenth century.
Height, 21/, inches.
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374—Covered Incense Box

Gilt bronze, decorated in cloisonne with charming floral designs,

a central reserve on cover with birds and deer in landscape sur-

rounded by cloud patterns, the whole design against a rich

turquoise-blue ground. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Heif/ht, 2 inches.

375—Pen Holder

In copper gilt, enriched with cloisonne good wishes and dragons

supporting mon, or crest, of a daimio on base. Middle nine-

teenth century.
Height, 2% inches.

376—Pair Gilt Copper Boxes

Richly embellished wdth relief cloison of flower-filled jars, Bud-

dhist emblems, etc., and blue enameled interiors. Japan, middle

nineteenth century.
Height, 2% inches.

377—KoRo

Of copper gilt, antique form, and decorated at sides with opaque

and semi-translucent enamels reminiscent of sixteenth century

Korean w^ork. Probably Japanese of the late seventeenth or

early eighteenth century. Rare.
Height, Sy^ inches.
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378—Tea Jar

Bronze base, enriched with cloisonne cherry-tree designs in red

or white framed in blue bands. Inside, lacquered black. Very

rare. Second quarter eighteenth century.
Height, 3 inches.

379—Jar
Similar to the preceding. Enameled with red, white and yellow

floral arabesques on turquoise in style of Chinese of Ming (fif-

teenth century). Interior, gold lac. Second quarter sixteenth

century.
Height, 2% inches.

380—Spill Jar

Copper base; enameled with design of quail and morning-glories

in style of the Tosa artists.

Height, ly^ inches.

381—Pair Ash Trays

Floral cloison on green and blue grounds. Modern.

Length, 5% inches.

382—Pair Round Dishes

Of cloisonne enamel floral designs on a turquoise-blue ground.

Second quarter eighteenth century.
Diameter, 5 inches.

383—Two Round Dishes

Similar to the preceding.

384—Two Round Dishes

385—Silver Gilt Cigarette Case

Embellished with rich relief floral, dragon and bird designs in

cloisonne. Peking. Modern Chinese.

Height, 4 inches.



Second Afternoon

386—Gilt Copper Cigarette Case

Decorated with cloisonne dragon designs in blue. Work of

Yang Tien Li, Peking.
Height, 3% inches.

387—Inro
Copper base; decorated in champleve white, blue and green en-

amels, with floral arabesques in the style of the Tojotomi or

early Tokugawa period. Late sixteenth or seventeenth century.

Netsuke in tin, ivory, enamel and silver, to match.

Length, 4 inches.

388—Writer's Outfit

Richly decorated in brilliant cloisonne enamels with cloud and

diaper designs in colors on pink after the Chinese style of early

Thsing. Eighteenth century.
Length, 7 inches.

389—Writer's Outfit

Black enamel, simple floral designs and rich green yellow and

blue diaper below bowl.
Length, 7 inches.

390—Writer's Outfit

Similar to the preceding. Color scheme red, yellow and blue

on black ground.
Length, 7 inches.

391—Writer's Outfit

Dark green and red enamels, brass mounts. Eighteenth century.

Length, 7 inches.

392—Writing Group

Copper bowl, Shakudo and silver cover, richly enameled handle,

glass ojime and hematite netsuke. Eighteenth century.

Length, 7 inches.



Second Afternoon

No. 393 No. 395 No. 394

393—Writing Outfit

Delicately enameled in cloisonne with diapcrings, butterflies and

flowers against a briglit blue ground of peculiar brilliancy. Jap-

anese, eighteenth century.

Length, 7 inohes.

394—Writing Outfit

Similar to the preceding. Butterfly designs.

395—Writing Outfit

Similar to the preceding. Floral designs in colors on a blue

ground. Ivory pendants in form of gourd and monkey.

396—Writing Outfit

Silver and white metal mounts ; handle and bowl richly enam-

eled with birds and flowers on pale yellow. Eighteenth century.

Length, 7 inches.

397—Writer's Outfit

Similar to the preceding. Design of dragon and clouds on a

turquoise ground. Late eighteenth century.
Length, 7 inches.



Second Afternoon

398—Covered Box

In cloisonne enamels. Pawlonia flowers and clouds on a blue

ground. Copper base. Second half of nineteenth century.

3% inches.

399—Cloisonne Tea Jar

Decorated with floral rosettes in yellow and white on a peacock

blue ground. Second quarter of eighteenth century. Green

bag to protect.

Height, 2% inches.

400

—

Cloisonne Lotus Leaf on Stem

Modern.

401—Pair Spill Vases

Of cloisonne on a copper base. Early nineteenth century.

Height, 3% inches.

402—Pair Egg Cups

In rich cloisonne enamels of lotus designs superimposed upon

a gilt copper base. Eighteenth century.

Height, 3yg inches.

403—Fifteen Cloisonne Enameled Ash Trays

Of a blue ground inlaid with floral designs and figures. Second

half of nineteenth century.
Length, 4% inches.

404—Tw^elye Enameled Ash Trays

Similar to the preceding.

405—Small Globular Jar

Copper base; embellished with floral reserves and butterfly stud-

ded floral arabesques in red, blue and green on turquoise blue.

Nineteenth century.

Height, 2% inches.



Second Afternoon

406—Cloisonne Enameled Tea Caddy

Copper base ; floral and diaper designs in colors on a dark green

ground. Cover to match. Base peacock blue. Japan. First

half of eighteenth century.
Height, 41/2 inches.

407—Tea Caddy

Copper, decorated in dull red, blue and white with lichen designs

in earliest Japanese enamels. Sixteenth to seventeenth century.

Very rare.

Height, 3% inches.

408—Pair Flow^er Vases

Decorated en cloison with circular floral medallions on a blue

ground and black enameled necks. Nineteenth century.

Height, 4% inches.

409—Miniature Gilt Bronze Vase

Tastefully decorated with rich cloisonne floral diapers in all col-

ors of the enameler's palette. First half of nineteenth century.

Height, 41/8 inches.



Second Afternooii

410—Jar of Cloisonne Enamel

Floral and butterfly designs on a turquoise ground. Copper

base. Nineteenth century.
Height, 3% inches.

411—Covered Jar

Somewhat similar to the preceding, but unfinished. Nineteenth

century.
Height, 3% inches.

412—Inkstand

In copper gilt, covered with gold diaperings and butterfly de-

signs against a bright blue ground. End of nineteenth cen-

tury.

Height, 2% inches.

413—Three Cloisonne Enameled Bowls

With scrolls and kiku decoration in colors on a white ground.

Eighteenth to nineteenth century.
Diameter, Sy., inches.

414—Pair Bowls

Similar to the preceding. Green enamel ground, white diaper,

kiku and flower decoration. Early nineteenth century.

Diameter, 2yo inches.

415—Four Cloisonne Dishes

Dragon and clouds in red, yellow and white on a blue ground.

Nineteenth century.
Diameter, 7% inches.

416—Cloisonne Enameled Tea Caddy

Decorated with rich floral designs in colors on a green ground.

Eighteenth century.

Height, 41/3 inches.



Second Afternoon

417—Water Pot ix Broxze

Flattened globular bod}' on high stand, decorated with circular

enameled medallions at sides representing the Pawlonia Im-

perialis, and probably from the Momoyama Palace loot. End of

sixteenth or early seventeenth century.

Height, Sy^ inches.

418—Covered Bowl of Cloisonne Enamel

Ornamented with floral rosettes on blue or green, and kiku

decoration on white. Earliest shippo. Eighteenth century.

Height, 3y^ inches.

419—Ink Well
In cloisonne on a copper base, enriched with floral and bamboo
designs in subdued colors on dark blue, rayed band in white and

red about copper lip. Second quarter eighteenth century.

Height, 4<% inches.



Second Afternoon

420—Bronze Koro or Incense Burner

Of flattened melon-shape, on three feet, decorated throughout

with a covering of dark green enamel, the cloison being set in the

form of flying hoho-hirds. Lotus-leaf handles. Mantis and

lotus metal handle to cover. Feet enameled white. Japan,

seventeenth or early eighteenth century.
Height, 4% inches.

421—Vase
In copper gilt, richly decorated with brilliant cloisonne enamels

in the style of Goto. Nineteenth century.
Height, 4% inches.

422—Cylindrical Spice Box

Copper base; richly decorated in subdued enamel colors with

floral medallions in colors on blue against a black ground. First

quarter eighteenth century.
Height, ^% inches.

423—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Miniature Vases

Copper base ; floral designs in full palette on black. Nagoj^a

school, nineteenth century.
Height, 4% inches.



Second Afternoon

424—Three Cloisonne Enameled Cups

Richly decorated with birds and flowers in brilliant colors by
Goto. Nineteenth century.

Height, 2% inches.

425—Globular Box on Stand

Gilt copper, richly decorated with floral designs of lotus flowers

against a turquoise-blue ground. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-

1795.
Height, 4 inches.

426—Wooden Rice Measure (Japanese) and Small Agate Snuff

Bottle (Chinese)

The measure ornamented with metal.

427—Teapot or Crackled White Pottery

Decorated with conventional landscape in overglaze enamels,

diaperings about shoulder and cover and signature of the artist

in gold. Satsuma.

428—Three Teapots

(1) Brown Bizen ; (2) blue and white Hirado ; (3) blue and white

old Hizen.
Heights, 5, 4% and 7 inches.

429—Tray
In cloisonne on brass base. Bird and flower designs and floral

diaper band in varicolored enamels on ground of bright blue.

Blue back. Japan, Goto school, Yokohama.

Length, 7 3/16 inches.

430—Four Pieces Cloisonne Enamel

On brass base; bright blue ground broken by yellow and gray

floral rosettes and arabesques. Japan, middle nineteenth cen-

tury.

Two, 2 7/16 by 6% inches; two, 2 7/16 by 15 inches.



Second Afternoon

431—Six Pieces Cloisonne Enamel

Similar to the preceding. Dainty floral and butterfly designs

on a blue ground.
3 hi) llVs inches.

432—Nine Pieces Cloisonne Enamel

Similar to the preceding.
3 hy 9% inches.

433—Piece Cloisonne Enamel

Circular medallions and fans on a pink ground.
3 by 19% inches.

434—Panel

Similar to the preceding. Floral arabesques on a yellow ground

framed in a floriate blue border.

41/4 by 221/0 inches.

435—Cloisonne Enameled Gilt Copper Knot Emblem

Dark blue key-pattern on turquoise-blue. Chinese. Chien-

lung, 1736-95.
Length, 81/2 inches.

436—Copper Box

Richly decorated in cloisonne enamels with designs of antique

vases, etc., surrounded by floral bands and the mon, or crest,

of the original owner, a Matsudaira (?) About 1838-40.

Length, 2yo inches.

437—Cloisonne Enameled Stand

On four high feet, gilt copper, openwork floral designs and en-

amels. A fragment of some larger vessel. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Height, 5 inches.

438—Cloisonne Enameled Wall Vase

Copper, inlaid with kiku ornament in red and turquoise on a

dark blue ground. K'ang-hsi, 1662-1722.
Height, 7% inches.



Second Afternoon

439—Bronze Pricket Candlestick

Richly decorated with lotus designs in colors on a bright blue

ground. Chien-lung, 1736-95.
Diameter, 6 inches.

440 GoURD-SHAPED VaSE

Copper base, decorated throughout with bold floral arabesques

of lotus flowers in colors on a turquoise ground. Japanese.

Ming style, eighteenth century.
Height, 41/0 inches.

441—Miniature Vase

Of archaic form, richly enameled en cloison with key and pal-

mette designs in black and turquoise. Copper base. Japan.

Ming style, eighteenth century.
Height, Gy^ inches.

442—Covered Box

In cloisonne enamel. Varicolored peony, lotus and similar de-

signs on a dark red ground. Yang Tien Li, Peking.

3 11/16 hij 1% inches.

443—Pair Miniature Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Decorated with conventional floral designs in colors on a tur-

quoise ground. Copper base. Japan, Goto school.

Height, 4^/^ inches.

444—Covered Box

Of cloisonne enamel, richly ornamented with brilliant floral de-

signs, palmettes and T-pattern on a background of light tur-

quoise-blue. Yang Tien Li, Peking.
Height, 414 inches.

445—Bronze Mounted Cloisonne Enameled Incense Burner

On three feet ; decorated with rich design of grapes and foliage

in yellow, red, green and the famous, but now exceedingly rare,

Korean purple. Late sixteenth or early seventeenth century.

Korean or Japanese artist.

314 bg 3 9/16 inches.



Second Afternoon

446—Miniature Vase

Of cloisonne enameled copper; archaic shape in three tiers.

Japan, Goto school.

Height, 6^4 inches.

447—Pair Gilt Copper Bowls

Decorated in brilliant red, blue and pale green enamels with

dragons and Mku ornament on a field of bright turquoise.

Chien-lung, 1736-95.
Diameter, 4 inches.

448—Cloisonne Enameled Koro or Incense Burner

On three tripod feet, ornamented with rich red and white lotus

designs e7i arabesqiie on a greenish-blue ground. Japan, about

1870.
Diameter, 3% inches.

449—Chemist's Mortar

Gold-dipped bronze; decorated with varicolored hawthorn pat-

terns en cloison against a ground of sapphire blue.

450—Flower Vase

Soft cloisonne enamels, consisting of floral reserves and sprays

on clouds and cloison arabesques against a deep green ground.

Japan, eighteenth century.
Height, inches.

451—Five Lotus-shaped Dishes

In red, green and white cloisonne enamels, kiJiU decoration in

center. Japan, nineteenth centurv.
Diameter, 5% inches.

452—Bowl
Of brilliant cloisonne enamels. Inside, design of carp leaping

from waves, exterior richly decorated with varicolored chrys-

anthemum designs on bright blue. Copper base. Mark below

on foot in enamel. Japan, first half eighteenth century.

Diameter, 4% inches.



Second Afternoon

453—Bowl
Similar to the preceding. Bold lotus arabesques.

Diameter, 4% inches.

454—Bowl
Dragon designs in black and other shades against a mauve
salmon-scale ground.

Diameter, 414 inches.



THIRD AFTERNOON'S SALE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1917

AT THE AMERICAlSr ART GALLERIES

BEGINNING AT 2.30 o'CLOCK

Catalogue numbers 455 to 691, inclusive

455—Pair Incense Burners

Of square form, rounded corners ; design of lotus flower inlaid

in red and white en cloison about the bodies ; covers, lotus flowers

and leaves scattered upon a dark green ground. Seventeenth or

early eighteenth century.
Height, 3^4 inches.

456—Bronze Dish

Covered with green and white enamels imitating cloisonne, here

no cloisons made use of. Japan, eighteenth century.

Diameter, 6 inches.

457—Cloisonne Enameled Plate

Initials G. V. against a blue ground at center, from which break

rays of black and pink on a green ground. Back blue. By
Goto, Yokohama. Finest specimen of early modern Japanese

enamel-work.
Diameter, Gy^ inches.

458—Gilt Bronze Koro

On three feet. Tastefully decorated with dragon-filled lozenges

in varicolored enamels against a turquoise-blue ground. Chinese.

Chien-lung, 1736-95.
Height, Syo inches



Third Afternoon

459—Pair Cloisoxxe Enameled Candlesticks

Floral designs of peonies in white, blue and red on a black ground.

Japan, Nagoj^a, jNIodern.

Height, 3% inches.

460—Bronze Plate

Richly enameled with floral rosettes about a central design of

storks beneath a pine tree. Japan, eighteenth century.

Diameter, inches.

461—Square Plaque

Richly decorated in cloisonne with designs of magnolia, quince,

flowers and butterflies against a bright blue ground and framed

in a band of blue and white lozenges. Japan. Style of Goto,

Yokohama.
5 by 6y^ inches.

462—Square Plaque

Similar to the preceding. Design, cranes and tree peonies be-

side a stream.

463—Tea Bowl Support

In rich floral cloisonne enamels. On copper base, high foot

(pewter center). Japan. Ming style, eighteenth century.

514 inches.

464—Plate of Cloisonne Enamel

Ornamented with design of scaly dragon in clouds. Pattern

made up of large cloisons in green, yellow, red, blue and purple

—

the colors so much better made use of by the sixteenth century

Korean enamelers. Japan. After the antique. Early nine-

teenth century.
Diameter, 8 inches.



Third Afternoon

465—Incense Burner

Of gilt copper, enriched with floral designs of lotus arabesques

in pink on a white ground, the most difficult of all enamel grounds.

Stands on three feet. Teak cover, agate top. Tokyo, nine-

teenth century.
3 hij 3yo inches.

466—Teapot

Decorated with five bands of brilliant floral and fret cloisonne

enamels on a gold-washed bronze base. Yang Tien Li, Peking.

Height, 4% inches.

467—Pair Shippo Sake Bottles

Decorated with floral reserves in colors on white against a

floriate background of heliotrope. Japan, eighteenth century.

Height, 614 inches.

468—Two Cloisonne Enameled Trays

With designs: (1) Crane and prunus blossom on a blue ground;

(2) cranes among tree-peonies and other shrubs.

Length, 7% and ^y.^ inches,

469—Three Cloisonne Enameled Plates

(1) Design of fish in water (imperfect) ; (2) boys at play, lat-

ter in bright colors on a blue ground. Japan. Modern.

Diameters, 7 3/16 and 7% inches.

470—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated with bold floral and bird designs against a blue

ground. Japan, school of Nagoya. Nineteenth century.

Diameter, 7% inches.

471—Two Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Central designs : Storks in Spring below cherry blossom ; Storks

in Fall beneath red maples. Rich arabesques surround designs.

Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.
Diameter, 71/^ inches.



Thii'd Afternoon

472—Dish
Of lotiform design, decorated with floral designs en cloison

in the style of the Tokyo artists of the nineteenth century.

Diameter, 5% inches.

473—Four Circular Trays

Boldly decorated with kiku ornament in bright red, blue and yel-

low enamels on white ; a red and green border surrounds. Backs,

white diaper. Tokyo, modern.
Diameter, 6 inches.

474—Set of Twelve Cloisonne Circular Dishes

Decorated with designs of cranes among clouds or butterflies in

varicolored enamels on a turquoise-blue ground. Japan, middle

nineteenth century.
Diameter, 5 inches.

475—Twelve Cloisonne Enameled Dishes

Decorated with bird and flower design in varicolored enamels

on a blue ground. Tokyo, nineteenth century.
Diameter, 6 inches.

476—Eleven Cloisonne Enameled Dishes

Of the same set as the preceding.

477—Cloisonne Enameled Dish

Ornamented with lavish dragon, rosette and cloud designs in

brilliant colors on a green ground. White floral rosette at

center and about base on back. Japan, modern.

Diameter, 7% inches.

478—Two Enameled Trays

Of floral and butterfly design on white and turquoise blue. Japan,

middle nineteenth century.
7 by 9 inches, and 6% by 9% inches.



Third Afternoon

479

—

Chopstick Set

No. 480 No. 479 No. 481

In brilliant cloisonne enamels.

Jade handle to knife; ivory

sticks. Mountings copper, sil-

vered. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Length, inches.

480—Chopstick Set

Similar to the preceding. Tur-

quoise star-pattern on dark blue.

Ivory handle to knife; ivory

sticks. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Length, 11^4 inches.

481—Cloisonne Chopstick Set and
Case

Remarkably fine. In brilliant en-

amels of the Chien-lung period,

1736-95. Length, 12% inches.

482—Three Enameled Plates

( 1 ) Dancer in mask performing

the bugaku dance, by Goto; (2)

a red chrysanthemum in relief

against a white ground (school

of same) ; (3) pheasants and

flowers. Tokyo, middle nine-

teenth century.
Diameter, Ti/g inches.

483—Pair Enameled Dishes

Similar to the preceding. De-

signs : ( 1 ) Crane and flowers

against a blue ground; (2) white

heron standing in water of a

lotus pond ; turquoise ground.

Backs, white. Tokyo, about

1840. Diameter, 8% inches.



Third Afternoon

484—Bronze Dish

On three feet. Brilliantly enameled with clouds and conven-

tional dragon designs in red, white, j^ellow and purple against

a turquoise ground. Fungus and cloud in colors on green

ground surround. Korean. Sixteenth to seventeenth century.

Diameter, 7 inches.

485—Tea Bowl

In shippo enamels ornamented with central floral rosette in red

and yellow on blue ground against a white scroll field. Exterior,

salmon-scale on turquoise frame in varicolored band on white.

Japan, eighteenth centur3\
Diameter, 5 inches.

486—Sextoku Bronze Incense Burner

Richly decorated with bold lotus arabesques, and band of grapes

and tendrils about inside edge. Conventional handle of tiao-tieli

heads. Three feet. Enameled base with ying-yang mark in re-

serve. Chinese. Ming, fifteenth century.
Diameter, 6 inches.

487—Remarkably Fine Cloisonne Enameled Vase

Of the Ming period, tastefully decorated with lotus arabesque,

palmettes and jui designs in varicolored enamels against a tur-

quoise-blue background. Gilt bronze. Six-character mark of

the Ming Emperor Tungchi on foot: "Ta Ming Tung-chi nien

cliiehr Date 1450. Teak stand.

914 inches.

488——Cloisonne Enameled Bowl

The interior enameled blue, the exterior a combination of cir-

cular medallions of ancient type inscriptions, floral designs and

T-pattern in colors on a turquoise-blue ground. Yang Tien Li,

Peking.
Diameter, 5 inches.



Third Afternoon

489—Cloisonne Enameled Bowl

Decorated with central lotus designs on a turquoise ground, a

broad band of spiralate design on white, and an upper band of

varicolored cloud pattern. Exterior, rich varicolored floral

sprays on turquoise. Japan, second half nineteenth century.

Diameter, 5y^, inches.

490—Teapot
In fine old sliippo, decorated about upper half with band of

white salmon-scale cloisonne framed in floral bands in green, red

and yellow on a faded turquoise-blue ground. Overhead copper

handle, square spout, cover not original. Good example of

"Middle Period" shippo. Japan, second half eighteenth cen-

tury.

Height, 3% inches.

491—Bronze Koro

Of archaic form, on four legs, body filled in with square panels

of cloisonne cloud and fire-emblems in colors on a turquoise

ground. Openwork bronze cover; teak stand. Chinese. K'ang-

hsi period, 1662-1722.
Height, 4 inches.

492—Melon-shaped Koro or Incense Burner

Brilliantly decorated with lavish floral designs of lotus and

chrysanthemums in varicolored enamels on pale blue. Stands

on three feet. Cover to match. Teak stand. Japan, Tokyo.

iNIodern.

Height, 4% inches.

493—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Decorated Avith bold floral, fan and vase design or the conven-

tional "hundred antiques" in full palette colors on a briglit green

ground copper vase. Japan. Tokyo. Modern.
Height, 7 inches.



Third Afternoon

494—Water Pot

In cloisonne enamels, double-gourd shape, long spout, curved

handle, the whole piece including cover decorated with kylin

and floral rosettes and arabesques in colors on a greenish-blue

ground. Style of Kaji Tsunekichi, 1838.
Height, 7 inches.

495—Bronze Bonbon Box

In fine old shippo, tastefully decorated with floral reserves in

various colors on a turquoise ground, and with fret and star-

diaper patterns in white or blue. Fine example. Japan, first

half eighteenth century.
Diameter, 5 inches.

496—Deep Dish

Ornamented in center with bold magnolia, peony and bird de-

signs in colors on blue (gone) and surrounded by a broad band

of star-diaper in black and red on green. Exterior, floral de-

signs on turquoise; turquoise base. Japan, 1825-40.

Diameter, 8i/4 inches.

497—Covered Box

Decorated with 7io/io-birds and lotus arabesques in cloisonne

enamels on bright blue. Bell handles, Foo dog on cover in cop-

per. Copper base. Green enameled interior. Japan, late seven-

teenth to early eighteenth century.
Length, 6 inches.

498

—

Flower Vase

In Old Japanese shippo, tastefully decorated with phoenix and

floral designs in colors on a white ground, framed in floral, fret

and palmette bands in colors on turquoise. Copper base. Second

half eighteenth century.
Height, 7% inches.



Third Afternoon

499—LoTiFORM Bowl
In fine old shippo, ornamented with floral and diaper reserves

within and, on the exterior, floral rosettes and arabesques in

pink, red and white on a dark blue enamel ground. Japan, about

1830-40.
Diameter, 6yg inches.

500—Tea Jar

In rare old shippo, richly decorated throughout with floral de-

signs, diaper and T-pattern in yellow, red and blue on a tur-

quoise ground {gone green). Especially fine example. Japan,

second half eighteenth century.
Height, 7 inches.

501—Incense Burner

In gilt copper, brilliantly decorated with kylin and lotus ara-

besques in rich enameled colors on a turquoise ground. Archaic

Chinese form. Japan, second half of nineteenth century.

Height, 5y^ inches.

502—Jardiniere

In copper, inlaid with bold floral reserves of tree-peonies and

butterflies against a turquoise ground framed in yellow star

diaper on dark blue. Lotus flower arabesques in colors on a

turquoise ground on base. Chinese. K'ang-hsi, 1662-1722

Length, 8% inches.

503—Two Plates

One cloisonne, enameled on glazed pottery (Kyoto ware), the

other decorated in colors on turquoise in the style of the Tokyo
frabriques of 1850-70. Japan, nineteenth century.

Diameter, 8% inches.

504—Cylindrical Spice Box

Decorated with floral and bird reserves in colors on blue against

a background of varicolored floral arabesques on white ; blue

and green band at foot. Style of Goto, nineteenth century.

Height, 4>% inches.



Third Afternoon

505—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Rich with floral and holio designs in colors on white. Japan,

nineteenth century.

Height, 6 inches.

506—Pair Cylindrical Spill Jars

Charmingh' decorated with butterfly and floral sprays in colors

on a cream-white ground framed in fret bands. Japan, nine-

teenth century.
Height, 4 inches.

507—Covered Bonbon Box

In fine old shippo enamels. Cover decorated with tree peonies,

etc., in red, pink and two shades of blue on a white ground ; body

ornamented with floral designs on turquoise blue. Interior, blue

enamel. Japan, first half of eighteenth century.

Diameter, 6 inches.

508—Walking Stick

With rich floral cloisonne handle in varicolored enamels on a

deep blue ground. Goto style, nineteenth century.

509—Ju-i, OR Scepter

In bronze richly ornamented with dragon, wave, floral arabesques

and seal characters in red, plum, yellow and white on a turquoise

ground. Back lotus arabesques in colors on same. Chinese,

Ming period, fifteenth century.
Length, 15% inches.

510—Sacrificial Cup (Chiieh)

Of Chow Dynasty form ; gold washed and decorated about mid-

dle with varicolored archaic designs in cloisonne on a turquoise

ground. On three feet after the Chinese prototype. Japan.

Osaka. ^lodern.
Height, 714 inches.



Third Afternoon

511—Large Cloisonne Enameled Koro or Incense Burner

Decorated with bold floral designs in colors on a turquoise

ground. Japan, Osaka. Modern.
Height, 6% inches.

512—Covered Bowl

Of brilliant cloisonne enamels, decorated throughout with floral

arabesques in colors on a bright blue ground. Style of Goto,

nineteenth century.
Height, 6% inches.

513—KoRO OR Incense Burner

Decorated in bold cloisonne enamels with dragon, wave, and

cloud patterns in colors on a turquoise ground. Cover pierced;

enameled lotus bud handle. Japan, second half nineteenth cen-

tury.

Height, Qy^ inches.

514—Tazza
In brilliant cloisonne enamels, enriched with varicolored floral

sprays and arabesques on a turquoise ground. Chinese. Chien-

lung, 1736-95.
Height, 5 inches.

515—Covered Box

In teakwood and cloisonne enamels of minute floral sprays in

colors on turquoise blue, stained green. Japan. Modern.

Height, 4 inches.

516—Two Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Ornamented with flowers and butterflies or quail below maple

trees, conventional borders, the whole in varicolored enamels on

turquoise. White-enameled backs. Japan. INIodern.

Diameter, 6% inches.



Third Afternoon

517—Pair Archaic Form Vases

In bold floral cloisonne enamels in colors on white. Japan. Mod-
ern.

Height, 6 14 inches.

518—Water Kettle

In cloisonne, decorated with dark red lotus flowers on a green

ground. Overhead handle, enameled. Japan. Modern, after

old shippo type.

Height, 1% inches.

519—Deep Bowl
Similarly enameled with varicolored floral designs on turquoise

blue in style of old shippo. Japan, about 1840-50.

Height, 7 inches.

520—Beautiful Little Cloisonne Stand

Decorated with kylin and cloud designs in varicolored enamels on

a scroll pattern white ground. Best type of old shippo work.

Japan, first half of eighteenth century.
Height, 6 inches.

521—Tray
Of brilliant cloisonne enamels, decorated with design of falcon

perched in branches of a tree-peony and thrown into bold relief

by a background of bright turquoise-blue. Japan, school of

Okada, nineteenth century.
Length, 13 inches.

522—Pair Plates

In brilliant cloisonne enamels of bird and peony designs in colors

against a turquoise ground. School of Okada, nineteenth cen-

tury.

Diameter, 8 5/16 inches.

523—Cylindrical Spill Jar

Decorated with horizontal bands of floral and diaper cloisonne in

various colors on white or black; floral band on turquoise at

foot. Japan, 1860-75.
Height, 5 inches.



Third Afternoon

524

—

Bronze Koko or Incense Burner

Of archaic bird form, inlaid with bright cloisonne enamels on

wings and tail. Japan, nineteenth century.
Height, 8 inches.

525—Two Plates

In cloisonne enamels. (1) Design of a bullfinch singing in the

branches of a pink prunus (turquoise ground), by Okada, and

(2) maple leaves and circular crests of the house of Tokugawa
on blue and white wave pattern, silver mounted. Early Nagoya.

Japan, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 8y^, inches.



Third Afternoon

526—Bowl
In cloisonne enamel, representing the perfected diaper type, the

purely native style, of old sliippo. A remarkably fine example.

Japan, first half of nineteenth century.
Diameter, Syg inches.

527—Cloisonne Enameled Bowl
In Chinese style, decorated with varicolored clouds on a ground

of bright blue. Floral bands on white surrounds lip. Japan,

middle nineteenth century.
Diameter, 5% inches.

528—Covered Bonbon Box

In old shippo; design on cover of warrior fighting a demon, about

body a wave and chrysanthemum pattern in colors, the whole

on a turquoise ground gone green. Japan, first half of eighteenth

century.
Diameter, 6 inches.

529—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Of antique form, richly ornamented in brilliant colors with floral

and kiku decoration on a turquoise-blue ground. Japan, about

1860-75.
Height, 814 inches.

530—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated with heron, pigeon and floral designs in colors on a

white or turquoise-blue ground. Conventional border; white

backs. By Okada. Japan, nineteenth century.

Diameter, 9% inches.

531—Ju-i OR Sceptre

In bronze, richly decorated with bat designs, seal-characters,

wave and ying-yang symbol in vivid-colored enamels on a blue

ground. Back decorated in similar manner with lotus arabesque.

Chinese. Ming Dynasty, fifteenth century.
Length, ISy, inches.



Third Afternoon

532—Cloisonne Enameled Stand

Enriched with dragon and cloud designs on pale mauve against

a scroll-pattern ground of robin's-egg blue. Japan, about

1860-70.
Length, 9% inches.

533—Part of Tazza Dish

(Base gone.) Enameled with varicolored lotus arabesques on a

blue ground. Red and white palmette at neck. In Chinese style

of Ming. Late eighteenth to early nineteenth century.

Height, 6 inches.

534—Oval Vase

Decorated with design of blue and white hawthorn pattern in

brilliant cloisonne enamels on a copper base. Band of red, yel-

low and green at neck. Archaic seal. Japan, about 1880-90.

Height, 6 inches.

535—Pair Tazza-shaped Dishes

Richly ornamented with seal-character, bats and floral designs

in varicolored cloisonne enamels on a turquoise-blue ground. By
Yang Tien Li, Peking. Modern.

Height, 5% inches,

536—Bowl
In gilt bronze, richly ornamented with lotus arabesques in colored

enamels framed in gilt cloison in relief. Unusual style. Yang
Tien Li, Peking.

Diameter, 6% inches.

537—Basket-shaped Koro or Incense Burner

In gilt bronze, lavishly decorated in brilliant cloisonne enamels

with bat, peach and floral reserves in colors on a turquoise

ground. Cover pierced and decorated with designs of deer and

crane beside a pond. Cover in champleve enamel. Chinese.

Chien-lung period, 1736-95.
7 bg Q inches.



Third Afternoon

538—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated in blue and white after the Willow Pattern. Yang
Tien Li, Peking.

Diameter, IO14 inches.

539—Tall Cylindrical Vase

Decorated with design of nanteen flowers covered with snow and

boys rolling a "snow-man," the whole in varicolored enamels on

blue. Japan, about 1860-70.
Heif/ht, 11 inches.

540—Cloisonne Enameled Bowl

Decorated in old shippo style with fungus on a turquoise-blue

ground. Copper base, white palmette band at foot. Japan,

middle nineteenth century.
Diameter', 7 inches.

541—BowL
In cloisonne, decorated with bold grape and leaf designs in

purple, green and white surrounding a circular design of man-

darin ducks on a lotus pond. Back, chrysanthemum rosettes

and foliage on a blue ground. Deep red and white palmette

band at foot. Japan, second half nineteenth century.

Diameter, 6% inches.

542—Dish
A splendid example of early shippo enamel, decorated in various

colors on a dark green ground with designs of Jioho-hirds and

foliage. Broken floral diaper in colors on white at edge. Back,

green enamel. Japan, eighteenth or early nineteenth century.

Diameter, 9% inches.

543—Pair Lotiform Plates

In old shippo enamels, decorated with central sprays of prunus

and tree peony against a green scroll ground. Varicolored fret

scroll and diaper band surround. Backs, green, white and blue

scroll throughout. Japan, first half of eighteenth century.

Diameter, 11 inches.



Third Afternoon

544

—

Remarkably Fine Koro

In best old shippo of purely native type untouched by Chinese

influence. Designs of conventional flowers and fans and diapers

in varicolored cloisonne enamels on a green ground. Interior,

plain green enamel. Dragon and simliar shippo design on open

work cover. Japan "Middle Period" shippo, first half of nine-

teenth century.
fii/o bi/ ly., inches.

545—Cloisonne Enameled Vase

Ornamented with a broad band of floral, bird and butterfly de-

signs on yellow framed in two bands of pawlonia flowers on helio-

trope. Blue interior and foot. Japan, school of Okada, nine-

teenth century.

Height, Sy^ iiiches.

546—Tall Vase

Of flattened globular form and cylindrical neck, boldly decorated

in rich cloisonne enamels with design of dragon over waves in

pursuit of tlie sacred jewel. Floral designs of lotus flowers and
palmettes at neck, and same about foot. Japan, about 1860-75.

Height, 10% inches.



Third Afternoon

54<T

—

Censer

In form of lotus and leaves, tastefully enameled en cloisonne in

subdued tones of pink, yellow and white (on green, cover), the

interior being plain enamel. Japan, middle of nineteenth cen-

tury.

Length, 15 inches.

548—Beautiful Cloisonne Enameled Bowl

Lavishly decorated on the interior with Dogs of Foo, cloud and

Buddhist emblems surrounding the "thunderbolt emblem" framed

in palmettes. The exterior design consists of "the Buddhist

emblems," ^^iA^?^-ornament, and a band of palmettes, the whole

in company with that of the interior being enameled against a

turquoise-blue ground. Japan, Osaka, about 1860-80.

549—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Bowls

Decorated in old style with conventional lotus and fungus, and

dragons in clouds in the yellows, reds, blues and purples of the

old Korean artists. Japan, about 1850-70.

Diameters, 8i/^ and 9 inches.

550—Two Bowls

Embellished with bold floral decoration, fungus and Jioho designs

in "old Korean" enamel colors on a white or green ground.

Japan, about 1850-70.
Diameters, 7% and 7i/^ inches.

551—KoRO OR Incense Burner

Decorated with three bands of conventional floral ornaments in

cloisonne-enamel colors on a white, blue or yellow ground. In-

terior, plain green enamel. Brass cover. Japan, Nagoya,

1860-70.

7% by 6 inches.

552—Plate
In cloisonne enamels of purely native type, decorated with bold

floral designs in colors on green or light blue surrounding a cir-

cular flower-studded medallion in heliotrope. Japan, second

half of nineteenth century.
Diameter, 914 inches.



Third Afternoon

553—Tall Vase of Ancient Chinese Form {Kii)

Embellished in brilliant but subdued colors with flower-filled

palmettes and bands of lotus and chrysanthemum rosettes

against a field of bright turquoise blue. Interior of funnel-

shaped top decorated with purple grapes with blue and red leaves

on a scroll-pattern white ground. Japan (in Ming st>de), late

eighteenth century.
Height, lP/4 inches.

554—Vase
Similar in form {Kii) to the preceding. Decorated in the richest

cloisonne manner with lotus designs en arabesque and palmettes

at bulbous center. Interior also cloisonne lotus arabesques in

brilliant colors on a turquoise ground. Style of Ming (fifteenth

century). Japan, middle nineteenth century.

Heif/ht, 12% inches.

555—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated with pheasant and crane among flowers in colors on

a blue ground framed in borders of conventional floral designs.

White scroll backs. Style of Okada. Nineteenth century.

Diameter, 9% inches.

556—Vase of Archaic Cylindrical Form

Decorated in brilliant cloisonne enamels with the "Buddhist em-

blems" framed in floral and palmette bands in bright enamels on

a blue ground. Japan, nineteenth century.
Height, 10 inches.

557

—

Deep Bowl
In brilliant cloisonne enamels. Piece is embellished with designs

of the "Buddhist emblems" and floral arabesques on a blue

ground surrounding central medallion of "carp leaping from

wave" design. Exterior, kylin and clouds in colors on bright

blue. Japan, second half of eighteenth century.

Diameter, 9 inches.



Third Afternoon

558—Large Bowl
In brilliant cloisonne enamels, after early Ming style. Deco-

rated with carp leaping from wave, wild horses, clouds, and

autumn leaves in rich enameled colors on blue. Exterior decora-

tions reveals the "Buddhist emblems," kiku pattern and foliage

on a similar turquoise ground. Japan, late eighteenth to early

nineteenth century.
Dm meter, Sy^ inches.

559—Club-shaped Vase

Funnel-shaped neck. Decorated in bold reserves with landscape

designs or birds among flowers in colors on white against a

ground of turquoise blue. Floral rosette bands at neck and

foot. School of Nagoya, middle nineteenth century.

Height, 11% inches.

560—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Globular bodies, cylindrical necks, ornamented with dragon,

cloud and lotus designs in colors on a blue ground. Palmettes

at neck and foot in colors. Japan, about 1850-60.

Height, 10 inches.

561—Covered Sweetmeat Box

In gilt bronze, richly ornamented in the best Chinese manner with

blue champleve enameled key-pattern framing cloisonne floral

designs in colors on a turquoise-blue ground. On eight gilt-

bronze feet. Base richly enameled. A rare and beautiful box.

Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.
Width, inches.

562—Covered Bonbon Box

Ornamented in thick cloisonne enameled colors after the old

Korean style with dragon and kylin medallions on a white

scroll-pattern ground. Interior enameled en cloison throughout

with floral designs. Japan (Korean style), about 1850-70.

Height, 6 inches.

From the collection of Sir Laurence Alma-Taclema.



Third Afternoon

563—Cloisonne Enameled Water Bottle

Of usual flattened globular shape, funnel lip handles and flat

base. Piece is richly enameled in cloisonne with designs of kylin

below a tree and cat below lotus flowers ; floriate edge and

palmette base. Chinese. Yung-cheng, 1723-1735.

Height, 11 inches.

Bowes Collection.

564—Two Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated with (1) crane and foliage; (2) swallow and peonies,

both in colors against a light blue background. Backs, white

scroll pattern. Japan, school of Okada, nineteenth century.

Diameter, 9% inches.

565—LoTiFORM Tazza Bowl

In bold cloisonne enamels, representing an open lotus flower; the

base a leaf. Seed-pod within in light green on dark ;
petals in-

side and out dark pink on white. Japan, middle of nineteenth

century.
Diameter, 9 inches.

566—Small Straight-edged Bow l

Similar to the preceding.

567—Large Bowl
On circular foot. Similar to No. 565.

12 by 7^/4 inches.

568—Cloisonne Enameled jNIandarin's Hat Stand

In gilt bronze, lavishly decorated with floral panels in colors

on turquoise framed in key-pattern bands in dark blue. Decora-

tion in richest enamel colors on turquoise. Chinese. Chien-lung,

1736-95.

569—Gilt Bronze and Cloisonne Eameled Lamp
The body decorated with yellow chrysanthemums and foliage on

a rose ground. Gilt bronze mountings by Christophe of Paris

(1872). Music box within. Japan, second half of nineteenth

century.



Third Afternoon

570—Teapot

Of richly enameled cloisonne, embellished with bold dragon de-

signs and clouds in varicolored early type sJiippo enamels on

a white scroll-pattern ground. Blue bands of fret and scale-

pattern at neck, lid and foot. Japan, first half of eighteenth

century.

Height, 814 inches.

571—LoTiFORM Bowl

Boldly decorated with floral designs of tree-peonies in reserves

on blue, black or brown grounds. Similar floral designs on

black beneath. Production of the Shippo-Yaki, of which S.

Namikawa was chief. Middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 9% inches.

572—LoTiFORM Bowl
Similar to the preceding.

573—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plaques

Enriched with designs of cranes flying among clouds, the whole

design in brilliant but subdued shades of the full palette against

a turquoise-blue ground. Japan, early style of Sotuke Nami-

kawa of Tokyo.
Length, 15y^ by inches.

574—Cloisonne Enameled Writing Stand

In gilt bronze, covered throughout with floral arabesques and

star diaper patterns in brilliant reds, yellows, blues and white

on a pale turquoise ground. On four enameled feet; sand-dish,

two vase-shaped wells and cover for pens. Chinese. Chien-

lung, 1736-95.
Length, IO14 inches.

575—Pair Tazza Bowls

In rich old shippo of the "Middle Period," decorated in pure

native style in varicolored enamels on green or turquoise with

falcon and pine, flowers and (exterior) rich diaper-filled pal-

mettes on turquoise. Style of Kaji Tsunekichi. Japan, second

quarter of nineteenth century.

1214 by 1% inches.

{Illustrated)



No. 575



Third Afternoon

576—Large Cloisonne Enameled Copper Censer

In form of a lotus bud and leaves, tastefully enameled in natural

colors, the flower in deep pink and white, the leaves in dark

green, with pale celadon veinings. Handle, enameled lotus leaf

and petals and a sanko in red and gold on a turquoise ground.

Japan, middle of nineteenth century.

Length, ISi/o inches.

577—Two Oblong Cloisonne Enameled Trays

Decorated in rich but subdued varicolored colors on a turquoise

ground. Designs: (a) Golden pheasants and peonies, (b) Moon-
rise on Lake Biwa from Meidera. After style of Kaji Tsunekichi,

nineteenth century.
Lengths, 15 and 12 inches.

578—Cloisonne Enameled Vase

Of antique form, richly ornamented throughout with designs of

dragon and wild horse over waves in reserve panels on a floral

arabesque ground of bright turquoise blue. Japan, Osaka,

middle nineteenth century.
Height, liy^ inches.

579—Deep Bowl
In bold cloisonne enamels, lavishly ornamented within, in circular

bands, with conventional floral designs on white, peaches or tur-

quoise and a circular /lo/io-filled medallion in colors on white

framed in two bands, rayed and floral. Exterior design con-

sists of dragons in pursuit of the precious jewel in colors on

white framed in floral, palmette, arabesque and salmon-scale

bands in vivid enameled colors. Japan, middle part of nine-

teenth century.
Diameter, 9 inches.

580—Pair or Large and Important Cloisonne Enameled Bowls

Made to royal order in one of the Tokyo fahriques and presented

by the late Japanese Emperor Meiji Tenno (Mutsuhito in life)

to tlie Actress Mrs. Bernard Beere. Designs are in the main

that of /io/io-birds in colors on white, bullfinches on peony and

wistaria at center and (exterior) floral circular medallions on

white framed in conventional floral and lambrequin bands on

black. Japan, middle nineteenth century.

9% bg 4% inches.



Third Afternoon

581—Lamp

In cloisonne, decorated with chrysanthemums and prunus in yel-

low and pink on a bright blue ground. Gilt-bronze mountings

by Christophe of Paris (1872). Music box within. Japan,

second half of nineteenth century.

582—Large Cloisonne Enameled Vase

Decorated with designs of the horses of Soma, bats and clouds

above the waves in colors on a turquoise ground and framed in

palmette and floral bands in similar colors. Gilt copper base.

Japan, middle nineteenth century.

Heufht. 10 Inches.

583—Large Cloisonne Enameled Vase

Of archaic form on gilt copper base, richly enameled with

dragon, grape or floral designs in brilliant enamel colors on a

turquoise-blue ground. Palmette and clouds at neck, wild horses

crossing waves on foot. Japan, Osaka, nineteenth century.

Height, 11 inches.

584—Deep Dish in Fine Old Shippo

Of the best quality. Embellished with floral designs of lotus and

peonies or lioho-h'wds in colors on a white or green ground

framed in lozenge-diaper or floral-diaper bands in colors on

white or blue. Japan, end eighteenth century.

Diameter, 8yg inches.

585—Deep Bowl
In brilliant shippo after the Chinese style, decorated with lioho-

birds and lotus flower bands in colors on blue, a central design

of carp leaping from waves framed in scroll pattern on white

and edged by thin floral bands in colors on white or turquoise

blue. A splendid example of the richest shippo-work. Japan,

first half of ninteenth century.

Diameter, 9yo inches.



Third Afternoo7i

586—Gilt Bronze Bowl
Ornamented with central design of a Chinese Sage and sur-

rounded by designs of prancing horses in colors on a pale blue

salmon-scale ground. Exterior enriched with varicolored peony

and chrysanthemum designs on a T-pattern turquoise-enameled

ground. Japan, middle of nineteenth century.

Diameter, 9% inches.

587—Cloisonne Enameled Covered Box

Very beautiful, on a bronze base, richly decorated, in brilliant

but subdued colors after the old Korean style, with seventeen-

petaled chrysanthemum or kikii ornament. Design interspersed

with clouds and magatama or prehistoric Japanese jewels in

colors on a greenish turquoise-blue ground of peculiar beauty.

A magnificent piece of cloisonne work and doubtless made to

Imperial order by a celebrated master, working in an early style.

Japan, nineteenth century.
' Height, 6 inches; length, 8 inches.

588—Large Water Kettle

Of European form. Decorated with lotus flowers, leaves and

tendrils in pink, green and yellow on a white ground. Over-

head handle and spout decorated with floral arabesques in colors

on white. Japan, about 1860-75.
Height, 9% inches.

589—Large Cloisonne Enameled Bowl

In old shippo style, tastefully decorated with designs of hoho-

birds and lotus flowers in brightest enameled colors on a green

ground. The carp and waves at center are framed in brilliant

red, white and green bands, and a broad band of lotus-arabesques

in colors on white. A very fine example of the old style. Japan,

second lialf of the eighteenth century.
Diameter, 10% inches.

590—Pair Large Flat Enameled Dishes

Ornamented en cloison with central panels of nightingales and

blossoming trees in colors on blue or yellow against a ground of

floral rosettes and spirals in blues and pinks on white. Backs,

white scroll ; bases blue. Japan school of Okada, nineteenth

century.



Third Afternoon

591—Large Ovoid Jar

Of cloisonne enamels, embellished with kingfisher, swallow and

rich floral designs of hj^drangeas, lilies and chrysanthemums in

colors on a cream-yellow ground. Diaper bands in colors on

gray-blue at neck and foot. Blue base. Japan, Nagoya, nine-

teenth century.
Height, 12 inches.

592—Tall Ovoid Vase

Embellished with central dragon designs, clouds and sacred

jewels in colors on white and framed in lotus flower, leaf and

marsh plant designs at neck and salmon-scale in blue at base.

Japan, nineteenth century.
Height, 12 inches.

593—Large Bow^l

Decorated in rich but subdued enameled colors with designs of

lotus flowers, buds and leaves in the natural colors on a white

ground. Back, enriched with dragons in pursuit of the sacred

pearl in colors on white. Rosette lotus leaf on foot. Japan,

middle of nineteenth century.

Diameter
, 12% inches.

594—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Vases

With similar lotus decoration to the preceding on a gray ground

;

bands of cloud pattern at neck, salmon-scale in red and green

at foot. Japan, middle nineteenth century.
Height, lli/g inches.

595—Lage Bowl
Decorated in cloisonne enamels with designs of lotus flowers on

leaves, all in the natural shades. Band of blue and white salmon-

scale about base. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 8yo inches.

596—Deep Bowl
Similar to the preceding. Of lotiform design enameled in the

natural colors. Seed-pods in two shades of green in center and
on foot. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 814 inches.



Third Afternoon

597—Gilt Bronze Covered Offerings Vessel

Of Chou tripod shape, lavishly and brilliantly decorated with

floral palmettes of floral rosettes in colors on turquoise framed

in sapphire blue, with lotus arabesques below, floral sprays in

pink and green and conventional key-pattern and ogre in dark

blue, the whole against a bright turquoise-blue ground. Gilt-

bronze openwork dragon handle to cover. Bosses and fret bands

in gilt bronze about body. Enameled archaic handles. Teak
stand with openwork jade inset. Chinese. Chien-lung period,

1736-1795.
Height, 14 inches.

598—Tall Pear-shaped Vase

With funnel-shaped neck and swelling lip richly decorated in

brilliant enameled colors en cloisonne with shou characters, lotus

arabesques and palmettes in rich varicolored enamels on tur-

quoise blue. Chinese. Chien-lung period, 1736-95.

Height, 14 inches.



Third Afternoon

599—Pair Tall Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Of globular form, with funnel spout, richly decorated in brilliant

enamels on turquoise with dragon and intricate floral arabesques

of peonies and lotus flowers broken by a star-diaper band in

blue and white at shoulder. Chinese. Tung-chih, middle nine-

teenth century.

Heiffht, 13 inches.

600—Tall Globular Vase

Funnel-shaped neck ; embellished with dragon reserves, flower-

filled archaic vases, ogres and lions on a field of lotus arabesques,

the whole against a ground of brilliant dark blue. Palmette lip,

salmon-scale base. Seal on foot imitative of Chinese of Ming.

Japan, second half of nineteenth century.
Height, 12 Inches.

601—Pair Reversible Screens

In brilliant cloisonne enamels. Designs, phoenix birds, tree-

peonies and sun in clouds in richest colors against a turquoise

ground and (reverse) bird on the branches of a tree-peony in

brilliant colors on black. On teakwood frames. Japan, early

NamikaAva, Tokyo. ^liddle nineteenth century.
12 by 15% inches.

602—Pair Cylindrical Vases

Funnel-shaped necks and raised feet. Pieces are charmingly

enameled in old shippo style with designs of flying cranes, diaper

patterns in reserves, and floral designs, the whole in soft tones of

pink, red, blue and yellow on turquoise now stained g-reen. Japan,

end eighteenth century.

Height, 14yo inches.

60S—Large Circular Plaque

In rich but subdued cloisonne enamels in style of best old shippo.

Design consists of a magnificent pink and blue hoho-b'ird perched

on a varicolored rock and surrounded by bold peony designs

in red and pink, the whole on a ground of dull turquoise blue.

Very fine. Japan, second quarter of the nineteenth century.

Diameter, 15% inches.



Third Afternoon

604—Pair Octagonal-shaped Dishes

In fine old shippo enamels, tastefully decorated in purely native

style with reserve diaper patterns in dull reds, blues and pinks

framed in floral borders of floral rosettes and sprays in similar

shades on green. Backs, star and floral rosettes in reds, blues

and white on green, blue salmon-scale and blue foot. Very fine.

Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.
Diameter, 14<% inches.

From the Bowes Collection.

605—Set of Four Enameled Panels

Brilliantly decorated with the hawthorn pattern of pink flowers

and buds scattered over bright blue "cracked-ice" pattern after

Chinese blue and white model. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth

century.
7 by 614 inches.

606

—

Four Enameled Panels

Similar in design to the preceding, but longer.

19 6// 614 inches.



Third Afternoon

607—Flat Circular Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

Embellished with design of warrior fighting a dragon, the whole

in soft varicolored enamels on a bright blue ground. Blue scroll

back. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 10% inches.

608—Cloisonne Plaque

Mounting of a candelabrum embellished with lavish conventional-

ized floral designs about a central rayed pattern in rich enamels

on a blue ground. Japan, Nagoya, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 12 inches.

609—Beautiful Cloisonne Enameled Plate

Decorated with mandarin ducks in a pond beside which grow

reeds, asters and water flowers. Sky black, birds and flowers

in bright but subdued varicolored enamels on a bright blue

ground. Diaper border, silver-edged foot and seal, latter

inscribed "Namikawa, Kyoto." Amethyst band about back of

beautiful scroll cloisons. Japan, Y. Namikawa, Kyoto.

Diameter, 9)4 inches.

610—Cloisonne Enameled Plate

With central circular panel of many cranes (in natural colors)

flying in a dark green field and framed by a broad band of

minute brown, red and olive diapering. Back, floral sprays on

bright blue and seal in black of artist : "Dai Nippon Goto

tsukuru," or "Goto of Great Japan made it." Japan, Goto,

second half of nineteenth century.
Diameter, 10 inches.

611—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Embellished (1) with lotiform central panel of floral design and

butterfly in colors on blue surrounded by a broad diaper and

floral band on white; (2) a white falcon on its perch against a

sprig of nanteen relieved against a bright blue ground framed

in red and green diaperings. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameters, Oy^ and inches.



Third Afternoon

612—Thkee Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Similar to the preceding, with (1) nightingale on cherry-tree;

(2) butterfly and peony; (3) falcon killing a peacock, all in

varicolored enamels on a bright blue ground. Japan, school of

Okada.
Diameter, 9% inches.

613—Oblong Tray

In fine old shippo enamels on a low foot ; embellished with desigji

of maple tree in autumn and surrounded by a star-diaper band

and exterior border of floral arabesque in pink on dark green.

In style of Kaji. Japan, ]Middle Period, second quarter nine-

teenth century.

Length, ISy^ inches.

614—Two Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated ( 1 ) with crane wading in pond below lotus flowers

;

(2) pheasants, chrysanthemum and cherry in foreground with

distant view of Shoji Lake and snowclad Fujiyama. Japan,

Nagoya, middle nineteenth century.
Diameter, 9% inches.

615—Two Plates

In brilliant cloisonne, embellished with designs of (1) cranes be-

side a lake and (2) wild goose under millet, the designs in soft

colors against a bright blue ground. Backs, bright blue scroll

pattern. Japan, school of Okada.
Diameters, 10% and 12 inches.

616——Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Embellished with design of (1) goose flying and (2) goose be-

side stream, both in soft enameled colors against a greenish-

blue ground. Scale border. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter, 9% inches.

617—Two Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Similar to the preceding. By Okada.



Third Afternoon

618—Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Central floral baskets surrounded by

conventional floral arabesque border, the whole in rich enameled

colors on a turquoise-blue ground. Japan. By Okada. ^liddle

nineteenth century.
Diameter, 9'}4 Inches.

619—Pair Plates

Richly enameled with designs of nightingales flying from tree-

peonies, the whole in brilliant colors against a ground of robin's-

egg blue. Backs, lavender scroll. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter, 9% inches.

620—Pair Plates

Ornamented in similar cloisonne enameled colors to the preced-

ing, with quail and flower designs. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter, 9% inches.

621—Two Plates

Similar to the preceding. Design of wood pigeon and flowers.

622—Two Plates

Embellished with designs of (1) (juail beneath flowers and (2)

crane, bamboo and flowers, the whole in soft enameled colors on

turquoise framed in a thick conventionalized floral border.

Backs, Avhite scroll. Japan, school of Okada.
Diameter, 9% inches.

623—Two Plates

Quail rising, lilies and aenemone.

624—Pair Plates

In cloisonne enamels (one unfinished). Decorated with designs of

humming-birds and flowers on a blue ground edged by a fine

diaper border. Black, star-diaper on black. Japan, Sotuke

Namikawa, Tokyo.
Diameter, 10 3/16 inches.



Third Afternoon

625—Tray in Cloisonne Enamel

Richly decorated with designs of cranes and pine-trees on a

ground of bright blue bordered by floral sprays in colors on

blue. Similar border below; floral sprays on white scroll foot.

Japan, School of Goto, Yokohama.
Length, 15i/^ by 12y8 inches.

626——Pair Plates

Richly enameled with crane and flower designs in colors on a

turquoise ground and framed in a border composed of conven-

tionalized floral designs in colors in black. Backs, white scroll.

Japan, school of Okada.
Diameter, 9% inches.

627—Pair Plates

Decorated in cloisonne enamels with designs of white falcons on

pine and tree-peony against a turquoise ground surrounded by a

varicolored scale border. Backs, white scroll. Japan, school

of Okada.
Diameter, 9% inches.

628—Four Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated with central floral designs and butterflies in colors

on turquoise reserved against a floral arabesque design on white.

Backs, white scroll. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter, 9% inches.

629—Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Cranes, with morning-glories or

pines, on a blue ground surrounded by a floral arabesque band

in colors on white. Backs, white scroll. Japan, Okada.

Diameter, 9% inches.

630—Two Plates

Nightingale and paroquet, with peonies and asters, against a

turquoise ground framed in a blue and white lambrequin border.

Backs, white scroll. Japan, Okada.
Diameter, 9% inches.



Third Afternoon

631—Two Plates

Similar to the preceding. Pheasants and blossoming shrubs in

rich cloisonne enamels on turquoise with similar frame and back.

Japan, Okada.
Diameter, 9% inches.

632—Pair Large Plates

Embellished Avith rich cloisonne landscape, bird, butterfly and

diaper reserves in colors on white or blue and surrounded by a

rich band of green and red star-diaper. Backs, white scroll.

Japan, Okada.
Diameter, 12 inches.

633—Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Central reserve panels decorated with

designs of black-headed geese alighting and resting beside

stream, the designs in colors on a turquoise ground reserved

against a background of floral arabesque in colors on white.

Backs, white scroll. Japan. Okada.
Diameter, 12 inches.

634—Two Plates

Wild goose and white heron.

635—Shallow Bowl
In brilliant cloisonne enamels, embellished with lotus flowers, buds

and leaves in dull red and green on a white ground. Back,

similar. Foot, floral rosette. Japan, second half nineteenth

century.

Diameter, 11 inches.

636—Pair Large Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Ornamented in brilliant colors on a turquoise or white ground
with (1) Chinese sage below pine and (2) a Japanese samurai

gazing beneath his upraised hand. Backs, (1) floral rosette

and blue scroll, (2) blue and black scrolls on white, green base.

Japan, Okada.
Diameter, 12 inches.



Third Afternoon

637—Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Pheasant and crane designs and

floral designs of wistaria, iris, etc., against a cream and turquoise

ground. Backs, blue scroll, and pawlonia mark. Japan,

Okada.
Diameter, 12 inches.

638—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Brilliantly decorated with bold floral, crane and nightingale de-

signs in rich colors on a bright blue ground. Conyentional bor-

der. Backs, blue scroll and rosette on blue. Japan, Tokyo,

about 1850-60.
Diameter, 12 inches.

639—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated w^ith designs of monkeys in a persimmon tree and a

magnificent IwJw-hird, both designs relieved against backgrounds

of vivid blue. Conventional border to latter. Backs, floral

sprays on blue. Japan. By Sotuke Namikawa, Tokyo.

Diameter, 12 inches.

6^0—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated Avith designs of nightingales, wild peas and nanteen

flowers in grays and greens on a vivid blue ground and framed

in conventional borders. Backs, brown scroll. Japan, S. Nami-

kawa, Tokyo.
Diameter, 12 inches.

641—Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Design, nightingales and white cher-

ries. Japan, S. Namikawa, Tokyo.
Diameter, 12 inches.

642—Two Plates

Nightingales, peonies and magnolias.



Third Afternoon

643

—

Pair Cloisonne Plates

Ornamented with delicate designs, in style of Tosa Mitsuoke,

with quail, flowers and butterflies in subdued colors against a pale

blue ground and framed in a rosette-studded band on golden-

brown. Backs, rosette and fungus on blue. Japan. By Goto,

Yokohama.
Diameter, 12y^ inches.

644

—

Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Decorated with pheasant, goose and

flowers in colors on pale blue and framed in conventional border

in colors on black. Backs, blue scroll. Japan. By Okada.

Diameter, 12 inches.

645

—

Pair Plates

Similar to the preceding. Design representnig the warrior

Shogun ]\linamoto Yoritomo in colors on a blue ground framed

in a band of floral arabesques in colors on heliotrope. Backs,

dark blue spiral and turquoise bases. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter-, 12 inches.

646—Two Plates

Similar to the preceding. Designs of (1) carp in waves framed

in brilliantly enameled floral border and (2) tree-peonies in pink,

white and mauve on a black ground. Japan, Tokyo, second

half of nineteenth century.
Diameter, 12 inches.

647—LoTiFORM Dish

In gilt bronze, richly decorated with lavisli dragon and floral

arabesques in champleve and cloisonne enamels enclosed in ju-i

and palmette bands in pink and green on turquoise. Back, floral

arabesques and palmettes in colors on similar ground. Base,

white-enameled. Chinese. Chia-ching, 1796-1820.

Diameter, 12 inches.



Third Afternoon

648—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated in colors on blue with designs representing Hotei,

the fat god of luck and happiness, singing and accompanying

himself upon the samisen while his child audience amuse them-

selves by climbing up his sack. Design framed in conventional

floral and butterfly band. Backs, floral reserves and rosettes on

white or blue. Japan. By Okada.
Diameter, 12 inches.

649—LoTiFORM Cloisonne Enameled Dish

Decorated in the natural colors with design of an open lotus

flower. Back, white scroll. Japan, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 12 inches.

650—Pair ^Magnificent Cloisonne Enameled Plates

]\Iade to order by Goto for the Royal House of Italy. Shield of

House of Savoy in center against a design of flowers and but-

terflies or red and green dragons against a ground of vivid blue.

Conventional diaper and butterfly rosette border broken by

panels upon which appear initials U and M (or Umberto I and

Margherita of Italy). Backs, star-pattern and floral designs

on vivid blue. Japan. By Goto, Yokohama.
Diameter, 13% inches.

651—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Of great beauty of design, richly decorated with figures of bull-

frogs fighting with bulrushes quite in the humor of Toba Soyo.

Designs in white, browns and green on a mottled yellow ground

imitative of nashiji lacquer. Back, brown scroll. Japan. By
Okada.

Diameter, 12 inches.

From the collection of Sir Laurence Alma-Tadema.

652—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Plates

Decorated with (1) spider and web on a floral ground and (2)

the shores of Lake Biwa, Kyoto, in soft grays, greens and blues.

Backs, Avhite or heliotrope scrolls. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter, 12 inches.



Third Afternoon

653—Large Enameled Plaque

Decorated in brilliant enamels on a vivid blue ground with de-

sign of geese, tree-peonies and chrysanthemums beside a lake.

Conventional border in colors. Japan, school of Okada.

Diameter, I414 inches.

654—Large Cloisoxxe Enameled Plaque

Decorated with charming floral designs of lotus and morning-

glories and vivid blue sky in which fly two nightingales. Back,

soft brown scroll. Japan. By Sotuke Namikaw^a, Tokyo.

Diameter, 14i/^ inches.

655—Magnificent Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

Decorated wdth cranes, peonies and nanteen in brilliant colors

on a turquoise ground framed in a conventional floral band in

colors on brown nashiji enamels. Back, red and blue star-diaper

and scrolls on turquoise. Japan. By Goto, Yokohama.

Diameter, 15% inches.

656—Lotus-leaf Dish

In cloisonne, decorated with floral designs of peonies and prunus

on a pink scroll ground broken by reserves of kylin in yellow,

blue and purple, on similar grounds. Stands on three raised

feet. Japan, jMiddle Period, first half of nineteenth century.

Diameter, 11 inches.

657—Dish in "Old Shippo" Enamels

Richly ornamented with designs of kylin, wild horses in reserves

at sides, clouds and zigzag bands in brilliant colors on dark blue.

Exterior, floral sprays on green scroll ground. Base, greenish-

blue scroll. Japan, Middle Period, first half of nineteenth cen-

tury.

Diameter, 11 inches.

From the collection of Sir Laurence Alma-Tadema.



Third Afternoon

658—Large Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

In rich old shippo colors, decorated with phoenix rosette at cen-

ter framed in diaper and floral fan, square and lozenge-shaped

reserves on floral arabesques against a dark green ground. Blue

fret band at edge. Back, circular diaper rosettes, floral designs

and diaperings in colors on black, blue or rose. Japan, second

quarter nineteenth century.
Diameter, I414 inches.

659—Pair Old Shippo Enameled Dishes

Charmingly decorated in brilliant but subdued colors after the

pure native style with designs of carp leaping from the waves,

wild horses, cranes in clouds and hobgoblins on a dark blue or

white scroll ground. Backs, floral sprays on dark green. Japan,

Early INIiddle Period, first half eighteenth century.

Diameter, 11 3/16 inches.

660—Two Old Shippo Enameled Dishes

Similar to the preceding.

661—Two Old Shippo Enameled Dishes

Designs, kylin and lotus flowers. Same period as No. 659.

662—Two Old Shippo Enameled Dishes

Similar to the preceding. Central design of hoho-birds and

floral rosettes on s;reen scrolls. Same date as No. 659.

Diameter, 11% inches.

663—Pair Large "Shippo" Enameled Dishes

Decorated with central lioho and lotus and dragon and lotus de-

signs in brilliant cloisonne enameled colors on green and framed

in bands of floral arabesques, wild horse designs en reserve and

wave-patterns in colors on white. Japan, Early Middle Period,

first half of eighteenth century.
Diameter, 12^4 inches.



IViird Afternoon

664—Two Shippo Enameled Dishes

Similar to the preceding. Designs, cranes and lotus and cranes

and tree-peonies. Fine examples of old shippo of the eighteenth

century.
Diameter, 12% inches.

665—Pair SHALLo^y Priest's Bowls

In cloisonne enamels, tastefully decorated with designs of

dragons in pursuit of the sacred pearl, clouds, lotus flowers and

leaves, the whole in soft enamel colors on a pale robin's-egg blue

ground. Exterior, floral arabesques and lotus rosettes in colors

on same ground. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

— Diameter, 11 inches.

666—Pair Remarkably Fixe "Old Shippo" Plates

Ornamented in the best native style with designs of golden

pheasants, chrysanthemum and hawthorn rosettes in subdued

colors against a dark green scroll ground. Backs, brilliant

salmon-scale reserves and hawthorn flowers on same green

ground. Rosette on base. Style of Kaji. Japan, Middle Period,

second quarter nineteenth century.
Diameter, lO'Y^ inches.

667—Dish
Similar to the preceding. Decorated with fan-reserA^es in bril-

liant but subdued colors on a white ground framed in bands of

star-diaper in green, chocolate and white broken by a band of

dull ochre. Back, floral sprigs on a blue scroll ground framed

in chocolate and white star-diaper bands. A beautiful example

of the best old shippo. Style of Kaji Tsunekichi. Japan, Middle

Period, second quarter nineteenth century.
Diameter, 12 inches.



Third Afternoon

668—Two Remarkably Fine Examples of Old Shippo Enameled
Dishes

Richly embellished with crane or kylin and lotus flowers at center

surrounded by the customary reserves of wild horses, wave or

diamond-shaped bands on a white scroll ground. Backs, floral

sprays on a green or blue ground. Japan, Early Middle Period,

first half of eighteenth centur3\
Diameter, 14 inches.

669—Pair Large Dishes

Similar to the preceding.
Diameter, 13% inches.

670—Pair Large Shippo Enameled Dishes

Decorated with central designs of hoho and lotus framed in

bands of lotus flowers, wild horses en reserve on a white ground

and wave or diamond diaper at edge. Backs, scroll and sparse

floral-rosette on green scroll ground. Japan, Early Middle

Period, first half of eighteenth century.
Diameter, 14 inches.



Third Afternoon

671

—

Large Cloisonne Enameled Dish

On carved wood stand. Richly decorated Avith designs of a

Chinese emperor and ladies on a veranda watching the rising of

the moon, and surrounded by lozenge, palmette, scroll and wave

patterns in similar brilliant colors on blue or white. Exterior

and base not enameled. A very fine example of this type.

Japan, first quarter eighteenth century.

Diameter, 14 inches.



Third Afternoon

672—Large Cloisonne Enameled Dish

Decorated in style of best old shippo with brilliantly enameled

Chinese designs of kylin, cash and lotus in colors on blue framed

in floral bands, wild-horse reserves on white and wave-patterns

in red and green on white. Back, floral rosettes in colors on a

blue ground. Rosette on foot. Japan, Early Middle Period,

first half of eighteenth century.

Diameter, 15 inches.

673—Two Large Cloisonne Enameled Dishes

(1) Decorated in brilliant colors with design of doves and haw-

thorn on white (2) Hotei with children and a white elephant in

colors on green and standing on three feet. Japan, school of

Okada.
Diameters, I414 o^nd 14 inches.

674—Large Cloisonne Enameled Plate

In soft old shippo enamels of the pure native type not influenced

by China. Decoration consists of diaper fan and lozenge-shaped

reserves in rich but subdued shades on a dark green ground.

Back, rich peony sprays and salmon-scale pattern on a green

ground. Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.

Diameter, 14i^ inches.

675—Large Lotiform Gilt Bronze Dish

Lavishly decorated in brilliant champleve and cloisonne enamels

with archaistic scroll, key, ju-i and circular rosette at center,

the whole in bright-colored enamels on turquoise blue. LTnder-

side, broad band of conventionalized floral designs ; base gilt.

Chinese. Chia-ching, 1796-1820.
Diameter, ISi/o inches.

676—A Deep Bowl

In old shippo, tastefully decorated with alternating reserves and

bands of intricate diaper designs and surrounded by a floral

arabesque band, the whole in subdued colors on a green ground.

Back, diaper reserves against an arabesque-filled ground of dark

green. Salmon-scale about foot. Japan, second quarter nine-

teenth century.
Diameter, 12% inches.



Third Afternoon

677—Shippo Enameled Dish

Of circular form, embellished with a bold design of Pawlonia

Imperialis surrounding a magnificent plioenix in brilliant colors

on pale blue and framed in a broad band of sparse floral rosettes

in green. Star-diaper edge, botli sides. Back, floral sprays in

colors on green and band of salmon-scale about plain enameled

base. A beautiful example of Kaji Tsuneklclii's atelier. Japan,

second quarter nineteenth century.
Diameter, 14% inches.

678—Shippo Enameled Dish

Similar to the preceding. Designs of lioho in clouds and peony,

chrysanthemum and morning-glory in colors on green within

fan-shaped reserves against a salmon-scale background in sap-

phire and turquoise blue and framed in an outer floral-diaper

and cloud band on green. Exterior, rich peony and cloud de-

signs on green. Japan, second quarter nineteenth centur^^

Diameter, 14l^ inches.

679—Remarkably Fine Bowl

Of old shippo enamel, richly decorated in brilliant colors with

central design of a magnificent phoenix in blue, pink and red on

turquoise framed in a broad pink scroll band, and further em-

bellished inside and out with boldly colored lotus, peony and

bird designs on a dark green ground. A splendid example of

old Japanese enamel. Japan, second quarter nineteenth cen-

tury.

Diameter, 15^4 inches.

680—Large Cloisonne Enameled Plate

Boldly decorated with designs of golden pheasants in a cherry-

tree, iris, lotus and morning-glory, the w^hole design in brilliant

enamels against a green ground. Back, lotus floral rosettes and

palmettes in colors on green. A beautiful specimen of old

shippo. Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.

Diameter, 15% inches.



Third Afternoon

681—Cloisonne Enameled Plate

Similar to the preceding. Grand phoenix at center surrounded

by broad flower and grape decorated band of purplish-blue.

Back, anchors and chains on a scroll ground of green and dark

blue. Plain green foot. Painted in red on foot : Nippon Khai-

sa shaku. Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.

Diameter, 15% inches.

682—Plate
Similar to the preceding. Design: Fujiyama from Shoji Lake in

early morning. Band of morning-glories surround the whole

in subdued but rich colors on a green ground. Back, peony

sprays on green. Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.

Diameter, 15% inches.

683—Plate
Similar to the preceding. Falcon on rock in lotus pond, and

band of lotus and doves on green surrounding. Back, lotus

and diaper-pattern on a green ground. A very fine example

of old shippo enameling. Japan, second quarter nineteenth

century.
Diameter, 18 inches.

684—Large Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

Embellished with design of pheasant, grapevine, stream and

flowers in soft shades against a vivid blue ground. Band of

oval rosettes on salmon-scale surrounds. Back, blue scroll.

Japan, Nagoya, second half of nineteenth century.

Diameter, 18 inches.

685—Pair Plaques

Similar to the preceding. Roosters, hen and chicks among
chrysanthemums. Japan. Second half of nineteenth century.

Diameter, 18 inches.



Third Afternoon

686—Deep Cloisonne Enameled Bowl

Richly ornamented with central sanko, or Buddhist, incantation

emblem surrounded by floral designs of lotus flowers, buds and

leaves in their natural colors on white. Exterior, same. About

foot and below base blue scroll ; spray of peaches on foot. Japan,

second half of nineteenth century.

Diameter, 12% inches.

687—Two Large Cloisonne Enameled Plaques

Embellished with (1) central designs of nanteen flowers and

fish in basket and (2) a Bugaku dancer in mask and costume.

Designs in colors on blue or cream and surrounded by conven-

tional band at edge. Backs, white and blue scroll and rosettes.

Japan, school of Okada, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 18 inches.

688—Large Circular Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

Decorated with a naturalistic design of a mullet and four koy fish

in white and gray on a ground of imitative nashiji lacquer. Con-

ventional tiger head, scale and floral arabesque border. Back,

black scroll ; turquoise base. Japan, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 18 inches.



Third Afternoon

689—Bowl

Similar to the preceding. Gilt bronze interior and foot. Sides

tastefully embellished with lotus flowers, buds and leaves en

arabesque in natural colors on white. Japan, second half of

nineteenth century

.

Diaiaeter, I41/4 inches.

690—Large Circular Plaque

In rich cloisonne enamels, decorated with central pheasant and

peony design in natural colors on a white ground framed in

flowered lozenge-diaper border. Back, lotus arabesques in colors

on white. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 21 inches.

691—Very Large Gilt-broxze Circular Plaque

Li brilliant coral red, ornamented in Chinese manner with floral

sprays in colors on a T-pattcrn field and bordered by a thin

band of yellow and blue ju-'i ornament. Back, "flowers-of-four-

seasons" in colors on a T-pattern field on turquoise; hawthorn

pattern on foot. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 22 inches.



FOURTH AND LAST AFTERNOON'S SALE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1917

AT THE AMERICAX ART GALLERIES

BEGINNING AT 2.30 o'CLOCK

Catalogue numbers 692 to 904, inclusive

692—Pair CYLixDiiicAL Spice Boxes

Richly decorated in cloisonne enamels with butterfly and chry-

santhemum designs in colors on a black ground, framed in an

upper and lower band of conyentional lambrequin designs in dull

shades on a blue ground. Interiors and bases, bright blue.

Japan, about 1850-60.
Hi<fhf, 12 Inche.it.

693—Pair Large Oyal A ases

Decorated in richly colored cloisonne enamels with bird and

flower designs of wistaria, peony, lily and morning-glories

against a black ground. Fine diapering at neck ; bees and con-

yentional rosettes about foot. Blue bases and interiors. Re-

markably fine workmanship. Japan, about 1850.

Hehjhl. 12 l/Ki InrhcK.

694—Water Kettle

Of European model, richly decorated in cloisonne enamels with

floral designs of lotus flower and fungus, together with good

wishes for "long life and happiness," the whole in red, yellow,

pale blue and white against a ground of rich camellia green.

Japan, about 1860-75.
II eight, 9 1/, inches.

695—Water Kettle

Similar to the preceding. Ornamentation of the kcrra shislii and

lotus arabesques in similar colors on a white ground. Japan,

about 1860-75.
Height, 9

'/t
iDche.a.



Fourth and Last Afternoon

696—Tall Globular Bronze Vase

In triple-gourd shape, decorated with cloisonne designs of floral

reserves on white against lotus arabesque ground on black, but-

terflies and lotus on turquoise blue and butterflies and floral

designs on deep rose. Chinese. Chia-ching period, 1796-1820.

Height, 16 inches.

697—FowER Pot

In old shippo, richly enameled with designs of JioJio-hirds and

flowers in colors on a white ground framed in floriate bands or

palmettes at neck and foot. Copper base. Japan, second half

of eighteenth century.
Height, ly^ inches.



Fourth and Last Afternoon

698—Pair Vases

Of double-gourd shape, similar to the preceding, decorated with

floral and animal designs in rich colors on a black ground.

Covers also richly enameled with floral designs. Unfinished.

Chinese. Tung-chih period, nineteenth century.
Height, 14 inches.

699—Large Covered Jar

Of richly colored cloisonne enamels, having designs of carp leap-

ing from waves and dragons in clouds in pursuit of the sacred

jewel in brilliant colors on a turquoise ground. Cover embel-

lished with lotus arabesques in colors on same. Japan, second

quarter nineteenth century.
Height, 291/0 inches.

700—Pair Dourle Gourd-shaped Cloisonne Vases

Ornamented with swastika and floral rosettes against a ground

of gourd-shaped cloison on black. Blue fret at base, palmette

at neck; diaper, ju-i and fret at center dividing gourds. (Un-

finished.) Chinese. Tunchih or Kwang-hsu, nineteenth century.

Height, 14 inches.

701—Pair of Pear-shaped Vases

In brilliant cloisonne enamels, after the Chinese. Designs, as

before, of dragons in pursuit of the jewel over a stormy sea

reserved against a field filled in with kara sJiishi, archaic vases

and flowers on a turquoise ground. Japan, early style of

Sotuke Namikawa, Tokyo.
Height, 12 inches.

702—Beaker-shaped Vase

Of exceptionally beautiful Chou Dynasty form, richly orna-

mented in most brilliant cloisonne enamels with dragon and cloud

designs, rich floral palmettes at neck, lotus arabesques at base

and below lip, the whole design in brightest colors on a tur-

quoise ground of exceptional brilliancy. Chinese. Taou-kuang
period, 1820.

Height, 16 inches.
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703—Tall Vase

Witli hexagonal body, cylindrical neck and base, richly decorated

in brilliant cloisonne with dragon and wave reserves, floral vases

and cloud and liCira sliishi designs in colors on a turquoise-blue

ground. Archaic handles at neck. Seal on foot imitative of a

Ming mark. Japan, style of Goto, nineteenth century.

Heif/hf, 14% inches.

704—Pair of Remarkably Fixe Double-gourd Vases

Embellished with rich gilt and champleve enameled "long life"

bosses, tied at jointure with a spreading scarf of brilliant blue

and flower-dotted cloisonne, the whole body a mass of the most

lavish floral rosettes of chrysanthemums and peonies in every

shade of the painter's palette. Chinese. Yung-cheng, 1723-

1735.
Height, 14i/4 inches.
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705—Cloisoxxk Enameled Shrine

An exceptionally fine example, lavishly decorated with rich floral

designs of lotus flowers in full palette colors against a back-

ground of brilliant turquoise blue. On higli base ; bell pendants

fall from roof. Wooden stand. Chinese. Ch'ien-lung period,

1736-95.
11 clf/hl , 19 inrhen.

706—Two Lamps

Of Rococo form and decoration. Decorated in best German
taste with brilliant floral arabesques eti champlcvc. Stands ala-

baster.
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707

—

Sacrificial Tripod Colander

A magnificent example of Shang Dynasty form and intended

for offerings of meats and vegetables at the shrines of ancestors.

The entire piece is marvelously enriched with a brilliant floral

design of lotus arabesque, free or en reserve^ in colors against

a turquoise ground. Cover similarly decorated; handle on top

a carved "pork-fat" jade. Chinese. Middle Ming Dynasty,

Hsuante or Tung-che, 1426 to 1450.
Height, 20 inches.
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708—Pair Vases

Two remarkably fine examples of old shippo of the Middle

Period; globular bodies, inverted funnel bases, flaring necks and

decorated throughout with floral reserves, circular or fan-shaped,

and further enriched with bold peony designs, the whole in soft

pinks, reds, blues, yellows and white against a ground of camellia

green. Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.

Height, 16 inches.

709—Pair of Vases

Somewhat similar to the preceding. On high stands
;
scalloped

lips, and bases in form of conventional lotus flower. Design

a mass of intricate diaperings, a bold dragon encircling center

of body and floral sprays on base, the whole in brilliant but sub-

dued enamel colors on green or turquoise blue. Superb examples

of old shippo. Japan, second quarter nineteenth century.

Height, IQi/g inches.

710—Globular Vase

Of double-gourd shape, richly decorated with dragon reserved

medallions in colors on black and white against a brilliant tur-

quoise ground enriched with lotus rosettes, buds and tendrils in

colors. Chinese. Kwang-hsu period, nineteenth century.

Height, inches.

711—Cloisonne Enameled Square Plaque

Embellished with mandarin ducks and lotus pond in brilliant

enamels on a turquoise-blue ground of peculiar brilliancy. Best

style of the Ming. Chinese. Ming period, fifteenth century.

Height, 1314 inches.

712—Cloisonne Enameled Square Plaque

Similar (framed) to the preceding, decorated with birds on

peach trees and butterfly designs in colors on a T-pattern tur-

quoise-blue background. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Height, 20 1/2 inches.
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713—A Remarkable Filigkee and Cloisonne Enameled Koro or

Incexse-Burner

Of archaic form, lavishly decorated with dragon designs, clouds

and slwu medallions in colors on turquoise. Pierced gilt-bronze

cover decorated with champleve enamels, openwork floral bands,

incised fret-patterns, and "dog with brocaded ball" in gilt bronze

as handle. Chinese. jNIiddle Ming Dynasty.

HeUfht, 24 Inches; width, 12 inches.
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71-i—Carved Teakwood Screen

Ornamented with a central circular cloisonne enameled plaque,

decorated with figure designs after the Chinese. Japan, school of

Okada.
Hfif/hf, 271/0 in eh fit.

715—Tall Cloisonne Enameled Jar

Embellished with floral rosettes and floral arabesques in colors

on a black ground framed in broad bands of ju-i fret and floral

designs at shoulder and palmettes about foot. Japan, Nagoya,

about 1840-50.
Hfiffht, 14 inches.

716—Tall Club-shaped Temple \ ase

With inverted bell-shaped neck and lotiform lip, covered through-

out in old shippo style with floral reserves and elaborated diaper-

ings in subdued cloisonne enameled colors on a copper base. A
fine example of the best native-style shippo. Japan, Middle

Period, second quarter of the nineteenth century.

Hfi(/]if, 2OV4 inches.

717—Old Shippo Temple Vase

Of similar type to the preceding. Oval form, with swelling neck

and raised foot, ornamented with circular reserves and Fuji

against a floral and elaborate diaper ground in brilliant but sub-

dued cloisonne colors on a dark green ground. Japan, Middle

Period, second quarter of nineteenth century.
Height, 211/0 inches.

718—Pair Large Square-bodied Cloisonne Enameled Ornamental
Vases

Decorated in Chinese style of Yung-cheng with rich floral and
fruit designs in brilliant color on a deep coral-red ground.

Floral arabesques about neck and foot similar. Japan, Tokyo,
middle nineteenth century.

Height, 18y^ inches.
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719—Deep Lotiform Dish

In brilliant cloisonne enamels, having central design of an arhat

and attendants descending on clouds to the Buddhist Olympus

or Shumisen and surrounded by floral bands and butterflies, the

whole in rich enamels on a deep blue ground. Exterior designs

of wild horses crossing a stormy sea and lotus arabesques en

cloisonne. A magnificent example of the choicest cloisonne

workmanship. Chinese. Ming Dynasty, fifteenth century.

Diameter, 21% inches.

720—A Magnificent Goldfish Bowl on Stand

Enriched throughout with floral designs of lotus-flowers, buds

and leaves in yellow, pink and white on a turquoise-blue ground.

One of the finest examples that has ever reached this country.

Japan, second half of nineteenth century.
Diameter, 241/3 inches.

(Illustrated)



No. 720
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721—A Splendid Pair of Old Shippo Covered Jars

Of the "Middle Period," tastefully decorated in the customary

subdued enameled colors Avith conventional reserves, diaper and

fungus designs in rose, red, yellow and white on a dark green

ground. Hoho bird on covers. Two of the finest examples in

the collection. Japan, "^Middle Period," second quarter of nine-

teenth century.

Heif/hf, inches.

722—Pair Fish Bowls

Similar. Oval form, enriched with bold fish and lotus flower

designs in colors against a deep coral-red ground in Chinese

style. Japan, Tokyo, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 14 inches.

723—Pair Fixe *'Old Shippo" Enameled Temple Vases

Club-shaped, on high stands : flaring mouth, lotiform lip. Pieces

enriched in subdued colors with circular mon^ or crest, reserves

on green or blue against a background of dark green lavishly

ornamented with butterfly designs. Necks and stands are fur-

ther embellished with floral and diaper-patterns in bands or

sprays on green and floral arabesques in colors on a green ground

decorated inside of funnel-shaped necks. Rare examples of old

shippo. Japan, Middle Period, second quarter nineteenth cen-

tury.

Height, 26 inches.
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724—A ]Magxificext Trumpet-shaped or Ku Vase

Of arcliaic form eaborately decorated with brilliant lotus and

floral arabesques in rich cloisonne enameled colors on a tur-

quoise-blue ground. Similar decoration within neck. Chinese.

Ming dynasty, fifteenth century.
H('i(/hf, 241/, inches.

725—Pair Flattened Oval Shippo-exameled Ornamental
Vases

On high stands. Tastefully ornamented in subdued colors on a

green ground with floral and hoho filled reserves, floral rosettes,

diaperings and ribbon-fungus, together with circular mon or

crest of original family which owned it. Japan, "Middle

Period," second quarter nineteenth century.
Hflf/hf, 24 inches.
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726

—

Pair Large Covered Jars

Oval form, on low stands. Pieces richly decorated with dragon,

bird and floral designs in colors en reserve on dark blue against

a bold ground of T-pattern in red, pink and green. Cover,

floral reserves on green against a pink floral-diaper ground.

Bulbous handle surrounded by pink diapering on green framed

in dark blue palmettes. Base pink, blue and white star-diaper

on a ground of camellia green. Japan, "Middle Period," sec-

ond quarter nineteenth century.
Height, 23 inches.
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727

—

Pair Large Covered Jars

Similar to the preceding. On tripod legs, decorated in similar

brilliant but subdued shades in best old shippo style with pheas-

ant and floral reserves against dark blue on a ground of dark

green enriched with lavish floral arabesque, medallion, cloud and

star diaperings in red, pink, blue and white most harmoniously

blended. Japan, Middle Period, second quarter nineteenth cen-

tury.
Height, 26% inches.

728

—

Large Gilt Bronze Covered Box

In rich cloisonne enamels, representing dragon and JioJio designs,

shou characters, cranes and clouds en reserve separated by Bud-
dhist emblems and a lozenge-shaped ornamental band about foot,

the whole against a ground of brilliant turquoise-blue. A sump-

tuous example of cloisonne enameling. Chinese. Imperial Tao-
kuang, 1820.

Diameter, 17 inches.
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729

—

Pair Large Ornamental Vases

Of fine old shippo of the "]Middle Period," cliarmingly orna-

mented witli floral designs and golden-pheasants en reserve in

colors on lavender against a dark green ground enriched with

lotus-arabesques and circular medallions. High base, cylin-

drical neck and lotiform lip enriched with fan reserves and

diaperings in brilliant but subdued colors on dark green. Japan,

second quarter of the nineteenth century.
Height, 2oy^ inches.



730—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Figures

Representing the attendants of a Lohan (1) in dark blue cape

and turquoise coat ornamented with the Buddhist emblems and

clouds in all colors, dark blue trousers decorated with white

hawthorn design and edge of pale blue fret, gilt bronze head

bands, feet, fillet and belt. Stands on carved teak stand holding

enameled lotus flower bud and leaf. (2) Similar, but cape and

tunic of yellow mottling on blue and coat dark blue ornamented

with bats and clouds in brilliant colors, light green trousers

decorated with flowers, coat and trousers both edged with blue

fret band. Holds covered jar. Teak stand, similar. Chinese.

Chien-lung period, 1736-95.
Heufht, S5% inches,

731—Pair Cloisonne Enameled Figures

Similar to the preceding.
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732

—

Pair Large Cloisonne Enameled Vases

Of water bottle shape, with swelling cylindrical neck and bronze

dragon handles at neck. Pieces are entirely covered with a bold

floral design en cloisonne of tree-peonies and foliage in red, blue,

yellow and white against a ground of turquoise-blue. A very

remarkable pair. Chinese. Yung-cheng, 1722-35.

Height, 201/2 inches.
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733—A Splendid Gilt Bronze and Cloisonne Enameled Koro or

Incense Burner

Of archaic tripod form with flaring handles, brilliantly decorated

with highly conventionalized tiao-tieh ornament and other archa-

istic ornamentation reserved in bold key-pattern frames in col-

ors on a turquoise-blue ground. Feet similarly decorated;

handles embellished with fret pattern en champleve. Circular

enameled medallion below with four-seal character mark of date:

^'Chien-lung nien chieh.'' Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Diameter, 24% inches.
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734—A jMagnificent Pair or Ornamental Cloisonne Enameled
Vases

Of graceful beaker shape, richly decorated after the style of

the Ming Dynasty with circular lotus-rosettes and arabesques,

palmettes at foot and shoulder, and a band of ju-i ornament

below lip, the whole in brilliant colored enamels against a light

blue ground. Chinese. Chien-lung period, 1736-95, in Ming
style.

Height, 29 inches.
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735-—A Remarkably Fine Ornamental Vase

In brilliant cloisonne enamels. Oval form on high base, cylin-

drical neck, /irto-fi^/i-shaped ring handles at sides. The piece is

decorated throughout with rich floral arabesques of lotus flowers

in red, white, blue and 3ellow on a bright blue ground broken

by three flower-dotted bands of dark blue. Chines-c. INIing

Dynasty, fifteenth century.

Heif/ht, 22 inchfti.
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736—Pair Pricket Candlesticks

In form of cloisonne enameled cranes. Stand on one leg on rock

rising from sea which rests on a drum-shaped base. Birds en-

ameled in natural white colors, red and pink crest to heads,

black breasts and tails, green beaks and feet. Rock and waves

in green, red or white; base richly enameled with floral ara-

besques in colors on white or turquoise-blue. Gilt bronze lotus-

leaf boheche to candle. Chinese. Chien-lung period, 1736-95.

Height, 461/3 inches.

737—Round Table

In old shippo enamel of superior design and technique, deco-

rated in subdued but brilliant enamels with design of golden

pheasants and falcon beside a rushing stream bordered by great

rocks from which rise tree-peonies and iris. A great dragon

coils itself about the cylindrical shaft, while lotus rosettes and

foaming waves decorate the three broad feet. Japan, "Middle

Period," second quarter of nineteenth century.
Diameter, 23 inches.

738—Pair Magnificent "Old Shippo" Incense Burners

Of archaic tripod form, decorated in the softest tones of the

best old shippo tradition with bird and floral designs en reserve

against a flower-decorated ground of dark green. A broad band

of T-pattern and star diaper surrounds necks. Covers, handles

and feet enriched with similar floral and diaper designs. Japan,

Middle Period, second quarter nineteenth century.

Height, 231/2 inches.

{Illustrated)
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739—Paik ]\rAGNiFicEXT Cloisonne Enameled Imperial Garden
Seats

Of unusual drum shape, tiger-head bronze ring handles at sides

and double row of bossings about bodies, both pieces are embel-

lished in the richest enamels with floral and pheasant reserved

in archaic frames of conventional ju-i and key-pattern, and a

double band of lotus arabesques, the whole against a ground of

rich turquoise-blue. Circular rosette and leaping Foo dogs in

similar colors on seat. Open below. Chinese. Ming Dynasty,

fifteenth century.
Height, 18 inches.

740—Large Fish Bowl

In rich cloisonne enamels, decorated in brilliant colors with

floral designs of lotus flowers and kiku ornament framed in ju-i,

lambrequin and diaper patterns at edge and foot, the whole in

colors against a light blue ground. Central panel of great

dragon in clouds. Enameled in Chinese style. Japan, Tokyo,

middle nineteenth century.
Diameter, 19% inches.

{Illustrated)



No. 740
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741—A Splendid Pair of Cloisonne Enameled Gilt Bronze

Dogs of Foo

Mounted on richly enameled bases. One plays with a puppy,

the other with the usual brocaded ball. Dogs are enameled

blue in two shades and have pale green hair, pink and white

chests and gilt-bronze feet. A cloisonne flower and bell deco-

rated collar is about their necks. The stands are in the richest

and most brilliant floral enamels of the period; design, a mat

draped upon a pediment after an earlier stone and bronze model.

Wood bases. Chinese. Chien-lung period, 1736-95.

Height, 31 inchest; levf/fh, 27% inchest.

{Illustrated)

742—Large Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

In fine old shippo, ornamented with a figure design representing

the famous Poetess of Meidera fame, Murasaki Shikibu, writer

of the ancient novel, Gengi Monogatari. Figure surrounded by

reserves of diaper and floral designs, the whole in soft old shippo

tones of great beauty. Scalloped edge ; back, enameled with

peonies and floral reserves. Japan, end of Middle Period. Sec-

ond quarter nineteenth century.
Diameter, 24 inches.

743—Pair Magnificent Cloisonne Enameled Plaques

Decorated in the best manner of the early Japanese enamelers

with brilliantly plumaged pheasants, paroquets and other birds

among the branches of peony, prunus and firs. Bands of cloud

and floral arabesque surrounds exterior, the entire design exe-

cuted in the full palette of the old shippo craftsmen. One piece

signed "Yo" in red. Japan, end of the Middle Period, second

quarter nineteenth century.
Diameters, 30 inches.

744—Grand Cloisonne Enameled Plaque

Decorated in subdued colors with a design representing the

great hero Mashahige bidding farewell to his little son, both

represented beside the shores of Lake Biwa. Conventional band

surrounds ; floral and butterfly designs in colors on white at

back. Japan. By Okada, middle nineteenth century.

Diameter, 3() inches.
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745—A Magnificent Gilt Bronze Cloisonne Enameled Chest

FOR Cooling Rooms with Ice in Summer

One similar in South Kensington and both probably from the

palace of the Emperor Chien-lung, whose cloisonne fabrique at

Peking was famous. Designs consist of hoho-hirds, bats holding

Buddhist emblems, lotus flowers, rosettes and arabesques, shou

character in floral rosettes and swastika in mouths of bats, the

whole in brilliant enamels on a rich turquoise-blue ground.

Champleve enameled edges and gilt bronze bands. On teak

stand. Chinese. Chien-lung period, 1736-95.
17 by 7y^ inches.
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746—Pair Cylindrical Stands

In finest old shippo enamels, decorated with dragon designs in

brilliant but subdued colors on heliotrope en reserve; with floral

and bird circular medallions in colors on blue, lavender or pink,

the whole against an intricate floral arabesque background on

dark green. Stand on high, enameled bases, wooden covers.

Japan, INIiddle Period, second quarter nineteenth century.

Height, 37% inches.

747—Twofold Screen of Carved Teakwood

Richly ornamented with two beautiful cloisonne enameled panels.

Decorated with (1) mallow, prunus and nightingale; (2) mag-

nolia, cherry-blossoms and butterfly, in white, pink, green and

varicolored enamels against a striking blue ground in best style

of the famous artist Namikawa. Japan, S. Namikawa, Tokyo.

Heights, 40 by 20 inches.

EXAMPLE OF JAPANESE IRON AND BRONZE

748—Silver Inlaid Iron Bar

Japan, eighteenth century.

Length, 5y^ inches.

749—Another.

Inlaid with brass and pewter witli floral arabesques and 77i6n,

or crest, of the Taiko Hideyoshi. Late sixteenth century.

by % inches.

750—Silver Inlaid Iron Knife

Of fish form, with loop for suspension. Japan, eighteenth cen-

tury.

Length, 8 inches.

751—Seventeen Kodzuka Blades

Many signed. Japan, eighteenth centuiy.
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752—Seventy-three Kodzuka Blades

Unsigned. Same date as the preceding.

753—Priest's Incantation Mace or Go-sanko

In brass. Japan, eigliteenth century.

Length, 5 inches.

754*

—

Fine Bronze Water Holder

Of archaic animal form, decorated with relief dragon and kylin

design en reserve. On four feet; seal below To-min (?) Japan.

By Tomin.
Height, 3 inches.

755

—

Small Copper Stand

Ornamented w^ith low-relief landscape and lake. Signed, in

archaic script, Ko-zan. Japan, eighteenth century.

Length, Syg inches.

756

—

Small Bronze Elephant

Signed : Sei-kwa. Japan. Modern.
Height, 2% inches.

Of copper inlaid with floral designs in tin. Japan, eighteenth

century.
Height, 4 inches.

758

—

Small Gilt Copper Hibashi

With engrayed floral designs and swastika medallions in relief.

Japan, seycnteenth century.
Height, Syg inches.

759

—

Hibashi

In bronze ; basket shape, with pierced coyer,

century.

Japan, nineteenth

Height, 3 inches.
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760—Water Vase

Of archaic goose form embellished with a beautiful "autumn-

leaf" patina in Sung style. Japan, nineteenth century.

Height, 8 indies.

761—Iron Water Pot

Melon shape, with overhanging handle of bamboo form. Japan,

eighteenth century.
Length, 7 inches.

762—Bronze Water Pot

Decorated with relief dragons. Signed with apocryphal six-

character Chinese mark: Ta Ming Hsuan-te nien cliieh. Japan,

nineteenth century.
Height, 5y^ inches.

763—Globular Vase

With long cylindrical neck, embellished with a rich green and

autumn-leaf patina. Japan, nineteenth century.

Height, 91/, inches.
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764—A Marvelously Realistic Bronze Rat

With sentoku bronze chestnut. Signed below: ''Masayasu saku.''

Japan, nineteenth century.
Height, 4% inches.

765—Bronze Flower Vase

With shrimps in relief about center; movable legs. Japan, nine-

teenth century.
Height, 9% inches.

766—Gold Bronze Water Pot

Decorated with dragons and ju-i ornament in relief. Japan,

eighteenth century.
Height, 3% inches.

767—Sacrificial Wine Pot

In bronze. Of globular tripod form, with archaic tiger-head

handle, short cylindrical spout ; neck and cover decorated with

low^-relief designs of conventionalized dragons. Korea, end

Korai Dynasty, fourteenth century.
Height, 7 inches.

768—Iron Water Pot

With overhead pierced iron handle and cloisonne enameled cover

decorated with phoenixes and clouds in colors on a white ground.

Japan, second half nineteenth century.

Height, 6 inches.
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769—Gilt Bronze Incantation Wand
Used in the Buddhist ceremonial of the more elaborate followers

of the Mahayana faith. Japan, seventeenth century.

Length, 14% inches.

770—Bronze Flower Jar

Ornamented with landscape designs in high relief. Japan,

nineteenth century.

Height, 9 inches.

771—Copper Water Pot

Embellished with dragon and kylin designs in reserves inlaid

in brass and tin; brass mountings. Signed: Kioto [Jiu (?)].

Japan, nineteenth century.

Height, 6i/, inches.

112-—Iron Water Pot

With tin-inlaid brass handle and cover embellished with Ic'ilxU

ornament in red, purple and white on a turquoise-blue ground.

Pot decorated in low relief with design of dragon rising from

the waves ; clouds at edge. Japan, eighteenth century.

Length, Syo inches.

773—Tall Copper Ornamental Vase

Of archaic form, decorated with etched fret palmettes and ap-

plied cylindrical ornaments at neck. Japan, eighteenth cen-

tury.

Height, 11 inches.

774—Pewter Water Pot

Embellished with brass inlaid floral and bird designs ; wicker

handle; glass handle to cover. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

Height, 6i/4 inches.

775—Covered Jar

Of hibashi tripod form; flattened globular body, conventional

handles, and Dog Foo on cover. Band of inlaid silver and brass

floral rosettes runs about body. Japan, eighteenth century.

Height, 7 inches.
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776—Ornamental Black Patinated Copper Vase or Koro

In shape of a gourd. Feet, small gourd and leaves ; mantis

and bee in relief on cover, and foliage. Rich shakudo-colored

patina. «Tapan, seventeenth century.
Height, 91/2 inches.

777—Bronze Elephant

Patinated in natural colors. Japan, nineteenth century.

Height, 6 inches.

778—Copper Water Pot

Embellished with a soft autumn-leaf patina. Japan, nineteenth

century.
Height, 6^4 inches.

779—Bronze Mirror with Handle

Decorated with pines and cranes and inscribed ''Fujiwara

Bungo-jo Nishimura Masashige or "Nishimura Masashige

[calling himself] Fujiwara Governor of Bungo Province [cast

it]. Japan, early nineteenth century.
Height, 8^/4 inches.
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780—Small Plate

Remarkably fine Scntoku bronze dish, decorated in high relief

with shakudo and gold geese, chrysanthemums and butterflies

on a lustrous black shakudo ground. Incised floral border

;

seal in gold below design, Hoku-ki-shu. Japan, about 1875.

Diameter, 11 13/16 inches.

781—Small Plate

In Sentoku bronze, richly inlaid and decorated in relief with

floral arabesques and design of bucket and well Mith bird,

morning-glories and bamboos. Designs are inlaid in silver and

gold damascene or executed in high relief in copper, shibuichi,

gold, silver, and shakudo. Dated on back by artist Rioku in

Tenth Year of Meiji, 1878. Japan, Reign of Meji Tenno.

Diameter, 9i/4 inches.
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782—A Magnificent Sentoku Bronze Plaque

Of the Kiri Bori Logan type, richly decorated in relief in

gold, silver, shakudo and copper with figure reserves on scrolls

or in circular medallions against a field of intricate floral re-

lief arabesques in gold and electrum. Designs : "Yoshitsune

Plays to his Lover upon the Flute" and "A Daimio on Horse-

back." Signed, front and back: Kwanbi shaku. Japan, about

1870-80.
Diameter , 21 inches.

788

—

Fixe Sentoku Bronze Ku-shaped Vase

With flat, wide-flaring lip and incised palmette at shoulder.

Japan, eighteenth century.
Height, inches.
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784—Copper Flower Vase

With archaic body, hly-shaped orifice, beading, floral designs

and kylin in high relief, and covered throughout with a dull

black shakudo patina. Stands on four archaic feet. Japan,

seventeenth century.

Height, 7 inches.

785—Fine Copper Hibashi

Of straight-edged lotus form, embellished with designs of cranes

and clouds in bright relief. Stand in form of openwork "cloud-

pattern." Fret band about edge. Seal in script Rin-rio.

Japan, seventeenth to eighteenth century.
Height, i<% inches.

786—Gilt Copper Water Pot

Decorated with incised floral arabesques, k'iri and Jiiku crests.

Japan, nineteenth century.
Height, 7 inches.

787—Brass Tea Tray

Embellished with etched lotus design and bordered by a fine

basket-work edge similarly in brass. Japan, nineteenth cen-

tury.

Length, ISy^ inches.

788—Fine Sentoki^ and "Sfn Spot" Bronze Koro

Of archaic tripod form, enriched with bold "sun-spots" in gold.

Six-character seal of IMing: Ta Ming Hsuan-te nien chieh, or

"Made in the Reign of Hsuan-te of the great Ming Period."

Teakwood stand. Chinese. Chien-lung in style of the Ming
period, fifteenth century.

Diameter, 8 inches.

789—An Exceedingly Rare Ewer
In Sentoku bronze. Persian form, oval body, gracefully curved

spout and handle and flat cover. The simplicity and beauty of

form are suggestive of Kamakura bronzes, but the piece may be

of Ashikaga date. Formerly in the Garie Coll. Paris. Japan,

Ashikaga Epoch, fifteenth to sixteenth century.
Height, 9y^ inches.
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790—A Beautiful Covered Box

In gilt bronze and iron tastefully ornamented with a cover

panel of fish in a basket, shells and flowers in copper, shibuichi,

gold, silver and shakudo on an iron ground, framed in a thin

band of gold damascened diaper-patterns. On four feet, relief

floral and insect designs in similar rich material at false door

panels. Inside, gold-washed. Seal, Haru-motsu. Japan,

about 1870-80.
7 by 9% by 3% inches.

791—Portable Hi.bashi

In bronze, covered throughout with a rich pink "autumn-leaf"

patina of great beauty. Pierced cover ornamented with a

dragon in relief. Handle covered with doeskin. Japan, eigh-

teenth century.
Height, 7% inches.
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792—Portable Hibashi

Similar to the preceding. Decorated in true Sino-Persian style

with floral designs, diaper-patterns and the "riches and lon-

gevity" characters en reserve. Shakudo finish. Foo dog on

cover. Japan, seventeenth to eighteenth century.

Height, 13 inches.

793—Bronze Flower Vase

Of Shang Djmasty type, embellished with conventional tiger-

head designs and dragons on a fret ground, with band of "dragon

and wave" design about foot. Greenish patina. Chinese, end

of Thsing Dynasty.
Height, 9% inches.

794—Graceful Copper Flower Vase

Of globular form, with long cylindrical neck and low foot. Neck

is embellished with tiger-head and ring ornament ; about body

runs a band of glossy shakudo rosettes. The piece is covered

throughout with a patina of dull shakudo of softest quality.

Japan, eighteenth century.
Height, 12 inches.

795—Large Melox-shaped Copper Water Pot

Decorated with low-relief floral rosettes en reserve against pan-

els of diaper-patterns. Short spout ;
rings at shoulder for sus-

pension ; lotiform handle to flat cover. Lacquered interior.

Japan, eighteenth century.
Height, 7% inches.

796—Fine Old Sentoku Bronze Hibashi

Of archaic tripod form, decorated with handles at sides and a

double band of bosses at lip and base. Ogre-heads support feet.

Japan, seventeenth century.

6% bg Ty^ inches.

797—Iron Water Pot

In shape of a basket of fruit ; on cover a rat—used as handle—

-

is seen eating grapes. Japan, eighteenth century.

Length, 10 inches.
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798—Laege Copper Incense Burner

In shape of a Foo Dog, richly enameled in champleve with

archaic scrolls, palmettes and conventional ogre-patterns in pink,

red, blue, white and yellow of brilliant but subdued tone, Japan,

eighteenth century.

Height, 18 inches.

799—Brass Gong

Modern.
Diameter, 17 inches.

800

—

Manchurian "Copper-silver" Alloy Gong
Diameter, 17 inches.
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801——Manchurian Gong

In copper-silver alloy mounted in mahogany.
Diameter, ISy^ inches.

802—Oblong Wooden Box or Delhi Work
Inlaid with minute diaperings in varicolored woods, ivorj^ and

green-stained bone. Persian style. India, nineteenth century.

Length, 11 inches.

803—Wood and Wickerwork Chinese Lunch Box

In three tiers.

804—A Remarkably Beautiful Lunch Box

In lacquered wood richly inlaid with floral diapers of lustrous

mother-of-pearl and further embellished with the mon, or crest,

of the Buddhists, in yellow lacquer en reserve. Stands on four

feet. Five compartments lacquered red within. Japan, Toku-

gawa period, eighteenth century.
Height, lOy^ inches.

805—An Original Wood Block

Designs consisting of many of the gods and demigods of Bud-

dhism. Japan, eighteenth century.
Height, 30 inches.

806—Short Sword or Wakizashi

Steel blade, black lacquer scabbard, handle of sharkskin, memiki

and furnishings in copper richly decorated with floral designs

and insects in gold, electrum and shakudo. Guard of iron (not

original). Kodzuka missing. Period, eighteenth century.

Length, 24 inches.

807—Short Sword or Wakizashi

Fine steel blade, wooden scabbard, sharkskin handle, with lion

meriuki in copper gilt, and iron guard with relief design of mon-

key and moon in silver and shakudo after design of Taihoku.

Period, eighteenth century.
Length, 21 inches.
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808—Short Sword or Wakizashi

Fine steel blade encased in a wooden scabbard, both handle and

scabbard decorated in relief with butterflies, snails, beetles, etc.,

in bone, ivory, horn, mother-of-pearl and tortoise-shell. Guard
of openwork wood. Period, eighteenth century.

Length, 25 inches.

809—LoxG Sword or Katana

Of fine thin steel with scabbard handle and guard richly deco-

rated in brilliant enameled colors of the dori-jippo type. At-

tributed to Yasuyuki Namikawa, middle nineteenth century.

Length, 27y^ inches.

810—Long Sword or Katana

Fine thin steel blade (worn signature), black lacquer scabbard,

sharkskin handle, tsuba, menuki and fuki-kashira ornamented

with champleve or cloisonne enamels. Kodzuka signed blade;

copper handle. Kogai of shakudo with designs of cranes and

reeds in gold and silver. Period, eighteenth century.

Length, 30l^ inches.

811—-SwoRD Case for Katana or Long Sword

Body black lacquer, crest of daimio in gold. Gilt copper

mounts. Date, seventeenth or eighteenth century.

Length, 451/0 inche*.

812—Suit of Japanese Armor

Including helmet, mask, gloves, shinguards, body-armor, shoul-

der guard, and short sword. Wicker headrest included. Box
to hold suit. Period, late Tokugawa, early nineteenth century.

813—Pair Beack Lacquered Helmets

Having crests of the Hojo in red. Nineteenth century.
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814—Tall Marquetry Combination Bookcase and Drop-leaf

Secretaire

With three shelves, glass front and sides to bookcase ; nine draw-

ers and four open compartments for papers in secretaire and

four large drawers in base. The entire piece is richly but re-

strainedly decorated in colored woods and mother-of-pearl in-

lays of floral baskets, cornucopicT and arabesques in the best

Continental style. French, early eighteentli century.

Height, 7 feet 10 inches.

JAPANESE FABRICS

815—-A Brilliant Scaklet Single Obi

Japan, nineteenth century.

816—Ten Pieces Japanese Crepe

Including two fukusa ; brilliant scarlet,

tury.

817—Two Pieces Japanese Crepe

Design, "the Three Sages," in gray and white crepe, and kinran

reserves of landscapes on blue brocaded silk. Japanese, nine-

teenth century.

818—Two Pieces Japanese Crepe

One with Crest in white on scarlet, the other a painted and em-

broidered picture of a famous old Chinese sage in retirement

besought by an emissary of the Emperor to return to Court.

Japanese, nineteenth century.

819—Four Pieces Chinese and Japanese Embroidery

Including a Buddhist-angel in heavy "Kyoto stitch."

820—Seven Japanese Embroidered, Print and Silk Bags

821—Three Japanese Crepe Strips with Crests

Japan, nineteenth cen-
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822—Two Chinese Silk Brocade Covers (Fukusa)

In white and silvery blue. Eighteenth century.

823—Three Brocade Covers

In Japanese crepe, with circular crest ornaments.

824—Small Lot Old Tokyo Nishiki and Chinese Gixran Silk

Brocades

Japan and China, eighteenth century.

825—Lot of Brocade Silk, Ginran and Kinran Brocades

Japan, nineteenth century.

826—Lot of Japanese Crepe Pieces of Textile

Japanese, nineteenth century.

827—Three Embroidered Silk and Gold Brocade Fukusa

Japan, nineteenth century.

828—Two Examples of Table Covers

In old Tokyo nishiki, embellished with the usual dragon, phoenix

and peony medallions on blue. Japan, about 1800-1820.

829—Five Crepe and Embroidery Table Covers

Japan, nineteenth century.

830—Two Crepe and Embroidery Table Covers

One figured, the other with charming hand-painted, gold-dusted

and embroidered panels. Japan, nineteenth century.

831—Crepe and Embeoidery Table Cover

Decorated in circular and square medallions on gray with kinran

or gold-thread designs of figures, flowers and inscriptions. Japan,

Tokyo, early nineteenth century.

832—Fukusa
In brilliant Kyoto nishiki in style of the kd-ssu workers of Chien-

lung. Japan, Kyoto, 1820-50.
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833—Two FuKusA

One pale blue with pink peonies, the other a warm golden brown.

Japan, nineteenth centurj^

83tfc

—

Thkee Fukusa

Similar to the preceding, in brocaded silk. Japan, nineteenth

century.

835—Three Fukusa

In crepe and silk, figured. Japan, nineteenth century.

836—Three Small Round Mats

In embroidered silk on old rose and Imperial yellow ; one a chair

cover. Chinese. Tao-kuang, 1820-65.

837—Imperial Yellow Chair Cover

In embroidered silk, lavishly worked in colored threads and gold

with floral, dragon and bat arabesques about a gold-thread shou

character at center. Probably from the loot at the Sunnner

Palace, Peking. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

838—Imperial Yellow Chair Cover

Similar to the preceding, shou characters and five-clawed drag-

ons in gold thread on Imperial yellow silk. Colored silk wave

pattern at lower edge. Chinese. Chien-lung, 1736-95.

839—Table Coaler and Chair Cover

In the richest colored embroidery, floral arabesques of lotus

designs and bats in old rose and blue on a yellow rose-stained

ground. Best Chinese work of the INIanchu period. Peking,

Chien-lung, 1736-95.

840—A Beautiful Imperial Yellow Table Cover and Chair

Cover

Lavishly embroidered in pale rose, Avhite and blue, with fruit and

floral arabesques, bats and floral diaper-patterns on a bright

yellow ground. Best Manchu work. Peking, Chien-lung, 1736-

95.
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841—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Scarlet silk with butterflies ; red, brown and gold red and con-

ventional patterns.

842—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Black ground.

843—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Brown ground.

844—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Blue ground.

845—Two Modern (Japanese Obi

Dark blue grounds.

846—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Yellow-fawn ground.

847—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Olive and pale gray-green ground.

848—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Brown ground.

849—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Black and greeen.

850—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Plum and silver gray.

851—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Purple grounds.

852—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Black and olive grounds.
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853—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Cranes on brownish yellow.

854—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Purple and plum on fawn and silver white.

855—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Cream and fir bristle and cone on white.

856—Tavo Modern Japanese Obi

Chrysanthemum designs on brown and fawn.

857—Two Modern Japanese Obi

Purple and rooster-filled medallions in gray-green on black.

858—Flower Embroidered Obi

A remarkably fine example in ancient style, such as one sees in

paintings by Matahei and the early print men. Probably used

in the No-drama. Colored silk floral embroidery on a kinran on

silk ground. Japan, middle nineteenth century.

859—Thin Gauze Daimio's Kimono

With printed rays and circular floral medallions in black and

blue. Japan, eighteenth century.

860—Boy's Tapestry Robe

In clored silk and gold thread, richly decorated with ko-ssu

designs of dragons, bats, clouds and wave-pattern on a ground

of faded sapphire blue. Peking, Chien-lung, 1736-95.

861—Four Blue, Pink and Gray Kimonos for Children

Japanese, modern.

862—Shinto Priest's Gauze Robes

In white, gray and green. Japan, modern.
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863—Two Pair Pale-blue Wash Silk Trousers

Japanese, early nineteenth century.

86tt—A Daimio's Summer Robe

Of fine gauze plum-colored silk embellished with floral diapers in

white and lotus-arabesques in white or gold. Japanese, early

nineteenth century. Three pieces.

865—Two Summer Robes

Plum and green, probably part of actor's costumes for No-

drama. Japan, early nineteenth century.

866—Buddhist Priest's Robe

In beautiful old Tokyo nishiki silk brocade embellished with vari-

colored clouds and dragons in Jiinran or gold thread. Japan,

Tokyo, about 1800-1820.

867—Large Embroidery Hanging

Ornamented with a landscape, lake and figure designs in col-

ored threads on a purple and white stamped cotton ground.

Japan, nineteenth century.

868—Two Large Table Covers

In rich brown and dark blue brocaded silk. Japan, nineteenth

century.

869—A Brilliant Scarlet Silk Embroidered Hanging

Embellished with design of screen and Chinese dog with brocaded

ball. Japan. Kyoto, middle nineteenth century.

870—Mandarin's Robe

In dark blue silk, richly decorated with five-clawed gold thread

dragons, cranes, flower-baskets, Buddhist emblems and clouds,

and a border of rich wave design in silk thread. Peking, Taou-

kuang—Kwang-hsu, 1820-75.

871—Summer Robe

In thin gauze instead of heavy silk.
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872—Imperial INIaxdarin Robe

Embroidered in brilliant colors and gold thread with five-clawed

dragons, clouds, cranes, pheasants, etc., against a ground of

yellow silk in two shades. From the Palace, Peking. Taou-

kuang—Kwang-hsu. 1820-75.

873—Lady's Coat

In bright vermilion, richly emebroidered with circular figure

panels, the "hundred antiques" and a wave lower border of the

richest type, against a ground of gold T-pattern. Same date.

871^

—

Grand Imperial Mandarin Coat

In dark blue silk, richly decorated throughout with dragon,

cloud and wave designs in heavy gold thread. A palace piece.

Peking, Taou-kuang—Kwang-hsu, 1820-75.

875—Lady's Silk and Embroidered Coat

Decorated in the most delicate yet lavish manner with floral

circular rosettes in colors on a pale celadon ground, bordered

by brilliant wave patterns at skirt and "Peking stitch" flowers

on sleeves. An exquisite example. Peking, Chien-lung, 1736-95.

876—A Magnificent Imperial Mandarin Coat

Lavishly embroidered with five-clawed dragons in gold threads,

circular sliou characters, clouds, bats and the sacred jewel in

richly colored silk threads ; a sumptuous wave-pattern about

lower edge. Similarly a palace piece. Peking, Chien-lung

period, 1736-95.

877—Imperial jNIandarin Coat

Elaborate dragon, bat, cloud and Buddhist emblem patterns in

colored thread, in the main of blue and green, on a brownish-

green silk ground. Peking, Taou-kuang—Kwang-hsu, 1820-75.

878—Imperial Mandarin Coat

In rich old rose, embellished with beautifully designed floral me-

dallions in colored thread and a lower border of wave-pattern

upon which float "the Buddhist emblems." Peking, Chien-lung,

1736-95.
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879—A Magnificent Silk Robe

Decorated with bold floral and butterfly medallions and floral

sprays in softest colored silk thread on a tender ivory ground.

The wave and lotus pattern below exemplifies the true Chien-lung

type, a contrast between boldness of design and delicacy of

color. Such a beautiful coat is seldom seen, even among the

innumerable coats still to be purchased in Peking. Peking,

Chien-lung, 1736-95.

880—Small Antique Chinese Rug

Decorated with floral patterns, rosettes and a fret border in

blue and white. Chinese, Chien-lung, 1736-95.

881—Set of Twenty Prints

By Kunisada, Toyokuni, Kuniyoshi and Yoshichika. Japan,

eighteenth to nineteenth century.
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IMPORTANT AND UNUSUAL BOOKS ON CHINESE
AND JAPANESE ART FROM DR. OWRE'S LIBRARY

882—Ai.cocK (Rutherford). Art and Art Industries in Japan.

Illustrations. London, 1878; Dick (Stewart). Arts and

Crafts of Old Japan. Illustrations. Edinburgh, 1904;

Marking (Yoshio). A Japanese Artist in London. Col-

ored illustrations. Philadelphia [1910] ; Magazine Ex-

cerpts relating to Japanese Art. 12 pamphlets in one vol.

Together 4< vols. 8vo, cloth and half leather.

Various places and dates

883—Asiatic Society of Japan. Transactions of the Asiatic So-

ciety of Japan. Volumes 1 to 43. With the Supplements

to Volumes 20 and 37. Illustrated with colored plates, fidl-

page and text illustrations. 36 vols. 8vo, half sheep, and

8 vols, in parts and boards. Together, 44 vols. 8vo.

Yokohama, 1882-Tokyo, 1915

Fixe complete i-et of this rare and i^fportant publication, commencing
with the first vohime of the Transaction of 1872, and closing with the

43rd vohime, 1915. The first six volumes are all reprints of the original

issues, edited by the secretaries.

884—Anderson (William). The Pictorial Arts of Japan. With
a brief Historical Sketch of the Associated Arts, and some

Remarks upon the Pictorial art of the Chinese and Koreans.

Beautifully illustrated with full-page plates on Japaiiese

paper, many reproduced in colors, and over 100 text illus-

trations. Folio, claret levant morocco, gilt back and top,

inside border, uncut, original front cloth cover bound in.

London : Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington,

1886

Artist's proof copy. No. 4.3 of a limited issue. Signed by the author.

885—AuDSLEY (George Ashdown). Notes on Japanese Art. Paper

read before the Architectural Association, London, 1872. Illus-

trated by specimens of Japanese Art, from the collection of

James L. Bowes. Photographic plates. 4to, half claret mo-
rocco, gilt back and top.

[London:] Printed for private circulation, 1872
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886—AuDSLEY (George Ashdown). Descriptive Catalogue of Art

Works in Japanese Lacquer Forming the Third Division of

the Japanese Collection in the possession of James L. Bowes,

Esq. [Describes 212 items.] Royal 8vo, half morocco,

gilt top, uncut.

Printed for Private Circulation at the Chiswick Press,

1875
Special Edition of the Liverpool Art Club Catalogue, Summer Exhibi-

tion, 1875, Printed on Holland paper.

887—AuDSLEY (George Ashdown). Tlie Ornamental Arts of Japan.

Illustrated with an extensive series of fine fuU-page plates,

MANY OF WHICH ARE BEAUTIFULLY COLORED AND ILLUMI-

NATED IN GOLD. The nine parts complete in two vols, thick

folio, half green morocco, full gilt backs and tops.

London : Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington,

1882-1881^
Fi^^E COPY OF THE ORIGINAL LoxDON EDiTiox. The most comprehcnsive

work ever issued on the Ornamental Arts of Japan. The plates are all

finely executed after the originals, ])ortraying the splendor of Japanese
Art, in Painting, Drawing, Color-Printing, Embroidery, Textile Fabrics,

Lacquer, Metal-Work, Enamel, Modelling, Carving, both in bronze and
stone, etc. With an ap})endix on Japanese Heraldic Devices.

888—AuDSLEY (George Ashdown) and Bowes (James Lord).

Keramic Art of Japan. Illustrated with a large number of

plates, several specimens on most of them, many beauti-

fully PRINTED IN GOLD AND COLORS, including plates of

maker's marks, etc. 2 vols, folio half green levant morocco,

gilt tops.

Liverpool and London: Henry Sotheran & Co., 1875

ORTGI?rAL EdITIOX, BEAUTIFULLY PRIXTED THROUGHOUT. The WOrlv WaS
published for Subscribers only. Many of the illustrations reproduced in

these volumes, are from the author's own collections. Each plate, as well

as each leaf of text, is mounted on a linen guard, thus preventing them
breaking away from the backs.

889—BiNG (S.). Artistic Japan. Illustrations and Essays. Ecc-

tensively illustrated with fiill-page plates, both in colors, and

black and white. 6 vols, in 8 vols. 4to, half red morocco,

gilt backs and tops, uncut.

London: Low, jNIarston, Searle Sz Rivington [1888-

1891]
A monthly illustrated Journal of Arts and Industries. The first six

volumes complete, with some of the original pictorial wrappers bound in

at end of each volume.
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890—Bowes (James L.). Japanese ^larks and Seals. Part I. Pot-

tery. Part II. Illuminated MSS. and Printed Books. Part

III. Lacquer, Enamels, Metal, Wood, Ivory, etc. Illustrated

with hundreds of maker's marls and seals. First Edttiox.

Imperial 8vo, original cloth, gilt, gilt top.

London: Henry Sotheran & Co., 1882

The Marks and Seals in this vokime were gathered from many authentic
sources, including the author's own collection.

891—Bowes (James L.). Japanese Enamels. Colored plates, full-

page alhertype plates, and other illustrations from examples

in the Boives Collection. Royal 8vo, cloth, stucco binding.

Liverpool, 1884)

First Editiox. Printed for private circulation only.

892—Bowes (James L.). Japanese Pottery. With Notes, Describ-

ing the Thoughts and Subjects employed in its Decoration.

Colored frontispiece, alhertype plates, text and, other illus-

trations from examples in the Bowes Collection. Imperial

8vo, cloth, gilt top, uncut.

Liverpool: Edward Howell, 1890

Fixe copy of the First Editiox.

893—BuRTY (Philippe). Lcs Emaux Cloisonnes, ancients et mo-

dernes. Plates in gold and colors, and text illustrations in

hlaclx and white. First Edition. 12mo, half leather.

Paris [1868]

891—CoNDER (Josiah). The Floral Art of Japan: being a Second

and Revised Edition of The Flowers of Japan and the Art

of Floral Arrangement. With numerous illustrations in

black and white by Japanese artists. Folio, decorative

cloth. Tokio: Printed by the Shiuyei Sha, 1899

In this edition, additional outline-plates and figures in the text have
been introduced, also new colored prints from designs expressly made by
Ogata Gekko, one of the best living artists of the Popular School of the

day. The text has also been augmented.
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895—Cutler (Thomas W.). A Grammar of Japanese Ornament
and Design. With Introductory, Descriptive and Analyti-

cal Text. Illustrated with 68 full-page plates, some of

which are in colors. Folio, decorative cloth.

London: B. T. Batsford, 1880

896—Edwards and Darly. A New Book of Chinese Designs, Calcu-

lated to Improve the present Taste: consisting of Figures,

Buildings, & Furniture, Landskips, Birds, Beasts, Flowrs,

and Ornaments, &c. With 120 copper-plate etchings. 4to,

half sheep, few margins slightly stained.

Published according to the Act of Parliament, & Sold

by the Authors ... in Northumberland-Court, in

the Strand [London], 1754

Rare Original Editiox.

897—Franks (Augustus W. ). Japanese Pottery; being a Native

Report. With an Introduction and Catalogue by A. W.
Franks. Illustrations and Mark's. Small 8vo, half leather.

[London] 1880

898—GoNSE (Louis). L'Art Japonais. Charmingly illustrated with

many full-page illustrations on India paper, colored plates

on Japanese paper, and hundreds of text illustrations in

black and white. 2 vols, folio, satin, decorative front covers,

uncut. Paris: A Quantin, 1883
Edition limited. This copy number 112.

899—Humbert (Aime). Le Japon Illustre. With over 400 illus-

trations, full-page and text, including views, monuments, etc.

2 vols, folio, full polished tree calf, gilt backs, front covers

with design in gilt of three ostriches under a tree. By
Morley. Paris: Hachette et Cie., 1870

900—Jacob (Lieutenant-Colonel S. S.) and Hendley (T. H.).

Jeypore Enamels. With 28 full-page colored illustrations,

containing 120 designs, by W. Griggs. Some of the plates

are illuminated in gold. Folio, decorative board sides,

leather back. London : W. Griggs, 1886

The author in his preface states, that the designs were drawn by Ram
Bux, son of Esur, the best Jeypore artist of the day. The letter-press was
written by Mr. Hendley.
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901—Japan Society. Transactions and Proceedings of the Japan

Society, London. Volumes 1 to 14. With Index to each

volume, and the Supplement—"Nihongi, Chronicles of Japan

from the Earliest Times." Translated from the original

Chinese and Japanese, by W. G. Aston (2 vols, in one).

Portraits, lieliotype reproductions, containing examples of

Japanese Art, views, etc. 8 vols, half morocco, and 7 vols,

in parts. Together, 15 vols. 8vo.

London: Published for the Society, 1896-1916

FiJfE COMPLETE SET, AS FAR AS PUBLIt^HEl).

902—PopELiN (Claudius). L'Art de I'Email. Le^on faite a I'union

centrale des Beaux-Arts le six Mars, 1868. Text illustra-

tions in black and white. Royal 8vo, half morocco, gilt top.

Paris (1868)

903—Salwey (Charlotte M. ), Fans of Japan. With introduc-

tion by William Anderson. Illustrated with 10 full-page col-

ored plates, and 39 illustrations in black and white. Im-

perial 8vo, decorative black cloth. London, 1894

Origixal issue. The first work published according to the author, deal-

ing exclusively with Japanese fans.

904—War in Europe. India and the War. With Introduction by

Lord Sydenham of Combie, 1915; Collected Diplomatic

Documents relating to the Outbreak of the European War,

1915, and other works, including pamphlets and tracts on

i?he present war in Europe. About 100 pieces.

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
Managers.

THOMAS E. KIRBY,

Auctioneer.
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